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THESIS ABSTRACT 
The films studied were directed toward two age groups. The 
first, "Footsteps of the Pioneers" for elementary and junior high 
school boys (Boy Scout age) and the second, 11 This is Exploring" for 
high school students. 
Purpose. The purpose of the study was, first to measure the 
effectiveness of the films in communicating knowledge about and atti-
tudes toward the two Scouting programs and secondly, to develop a 
simple but accurate measuring devise for use in evaluating films of 
this tyDe. 
Data Collection. Research was carried out with boys of the 
recruitment ages in several public school systems throughout Monmouth 
County in New Jersey, under the auspices of the National Council of 
the Boy Scouts of America (Research Service) with the cooperation of 
the Monmouth Council of Oakhurst, New Jersey and the academic direc-
tion of the department of Public Relations at the School of Public 
Relations and Communications of Boston University. 
The method of collecting the data was a monitored, self-adminis-
tered questionnaire in the classroom situation using the classical 
design of a before-after test with experimental and control groups. 
The "excuse" for the after test was a "revision 11 of the questionnaire. 
The 11 revision 11 contained some very obvious changes which gained useful 
material but did not hinder the before-after measurements. 
2. 
Hypotheses. On the basis of discussions with boys having seen 
the films and a study of pre-tested questionnaire results, the follow-
ing hypotheses were constructed: 
1. The greater the familiarity with Scouting,* the greater the 
positive opinion change brought about by the film. 
2. The leaders of the group will not change in attitude as much 
as the general public. 
;. The knowledge change will be greeter than the opinion change. 
4. The greater the amount of knowledge about Scouting, the 
greater the desire to join. 
5· The films with no follow-up are little stimulus to join 
Scouting. 
6. The films motivate a desire to join not only Scouting, but 
other groups as well. 
7• The greater the number of clubs a boy has joined, the greater 
his tendency to join Scouting after seeing the film. 
8. The overall change brought about by the films will be as 
follows: 
a) From a low saliency about joining youth groups 
to a high degree of saliency. 
b) From an average degree-intensity about joining 
Scouting to a little above averag~. 
c) From an average knowledge about Scouting to a 
greater amount. 
9· The age to join Boy Scouts is not mentioned in the Boy 
Scout film and is a weakness. 
10. The image of the Boy Scouts presented by the film is a good 
one, but not enough of a stimulus to get boys to join. 
11. The Explorer film is not effective in getting across the age 
to join Explorers. 
12. Among those who believe that Explorers have ranks like the 
Boy Scouts, there is a low tendency toward joining. 
* "Scouting" includes both Boy Scouts of America and Explorers as used 
here. 
;. 
Findings. Several of the hypotheses were shown to be true: 
the knowledge change was greater than the opinion change; a lack of 
follow-up for the film experience made the recruitment technique less 
effective; boys who were members of other clubs were more likely to 
join Scouting in the Boy Scout age group than in the Explorer age 
group; the age to join Boy Scouts was not generally known; and the 
fact that Explorers do not have ranks and tests was also not well 
known. 
A number of hypotheses were not born out. 1) It did not fol-
low that familiarity with Scouting resulted in a rise in opinion 
about Scouting or 2) a rise in the desire to join, and 3) the over-
all shift mentioned in hypothesis eight did not occur. Hypothesis 
two, concerning leadership could not be tested due to lack of inform-
ation. 
Effectiveness of Measurement. The methods of measuring know-
ledge gain (with before and after questions in measuring general mater-
ial and after-only questions in measuring specific material) proved 
successful when a straight coding of the responses (as opposed to a 
subjective judgment of the change in each case) was carried out. 
Opinion measure by use of a list of image words was effective 
with Explorer age boys, but became a choice of 11 good and bad 11 words 
with the younger age group. Measurements by means of the semantic 
differential probably would be more effective with the ten through 
thirteen age group. Open-end opinion change questions proved useful 
with both age groups. 
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PREFACE 
Little has been done in the way of making available standard 
tools which can be used by non-professionals to measure the feedback 
of Public Relations procedures. Today, more and more organizations 
are using films in their public relations programs. How effective 
they are can be judged only by the response to the film (i.e. the 
number of people who seem to act in the desired way). This method 
of measurement is crude and has two major drawbacks: 1) the results 
do not measure the impact of the film alone, but the sum of all the 
forces acting on the individual (speeches that follow, discussion, 
etc.) Other things being strong, a bad film might appear to be good~ 
2) The response does not tell the "why" of the action taken. The 
strong points of the film could be enlarged upon by the follow-up, 
if it were known just what the strong points were. 
In short, the goal of this study was the development of a 
tool that could measure the effectiveness of sound films in Public 
Relations. The tool needed to be simple, valid and reliable. Once 
perfected, such a tool could be adapted to more than one type of 
public relations film. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBL~1 
This chapter discusses the problem from its many points of 
view: the manageable portion of the problem, the hypotheses involved, 
the organization of the thesis and the history of past research in 
the area of boy recruiting films. 
The overall problem, stated in general terms, we_s: to measure 
the reaction of boys to films produced by the Boy Scouts of America. 
The purpose of these films is to interest boys in Scouting. 
I. A MANAGEABLE PORTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Background 
Until recently (within the past four years), there were no 
films in use by the Boy Scouts with the specific purpose of gaining 
the interest of non-Scouts. Prior to this study, there had been no 
measurement of the effectiveness of these films. The movies were 
produced by experts, but no mechanism of feedback had been devised. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this experiment was to discover a successful 
means of measuring the impact of this type of film. The method 
devised had to be simple enough that non-professionals (volunteers) 
could execute it in order to have an efficient method of receiving 
feedback for audio-visual materials. 
2. 
The Films 
Two boy interest films were studied. One for Boy Scout age 
(elementary to junior high) entitled, "Footsteps of the Pioneers" and 
the other for Explorer age (high school) called, 11 This is Exploring." 
"Footsteps" is the story of two boys who discover and "join up" with 
a Scout troop. The boys narrate the story of how they advance through 
the ranks, earn merit badges and go off to summer camp where the 
search for a lost child brings all of their newly acquired skills into 
practice. The film is in color and lasts twenty minutes. 
"Exploring" is a.n "Edward R. Murrow Person to Person" type film. 
Kelly, a motion picture photographer has the assignment of filming 
the adventures of Explorer Scouts. Explorers specialize in their 
particular interests and many of these specialties are covered as 
Kelly visits units involved in electronics, sailing, canoeing, 
and rocketry to mention only a few. Also a color film··, "This 
is Exploring" is twenty-seven minutes in length. Both films have 
a light comic touch. 
Scope 
For this project, one local council area was studied. The 
films were shown in public schools within the council limits and 
in cooperation with the public schools and Scout council. Each 
film was shown to several different groups. This entailed a. before-
after research design using experimental and control groups. The 
general objectives were to determine: 
;. 
1. The boys' understanding of the Scouting program. 
2. Their attitude toward Scouting in general (and 
toward joining the Boy Scouts of America). 
;. The reasoning behind these attitudes. 
Statement of the Manageable Portion of the Problem 
The limited problem then, is to measure the reaction of boys 
within one local council area to Scout-interest films pertaining to 
their age level; ascertaining the boys' gain in knowledge and opinion-
attitude change toward Scouting when exposed to such a film. 
Hypotheses 
1. The greater the familiarity with Scouting,l the greater the 
positive opinion change brought about by the film. 
2. The leaders of th.e group will not change in attitude as 
much as the general public. 
;. The knowledge change will be greater than the opinion change. 
4. The greater the amount of knowledge about Scouting, the 
greater the desire to join. 
5· The films with no follow-up are little stimulus to join 
Scouting. 
6. The films motivate a desire to join not only Scouting, but 
other groups as well. 
7• The greater the number of clubs a boy has joined, the greater 
his tendency to join Scouting after seeing the film. 
lnscouting" as used here includes both Boy Scouts and Explorers. 
8. The overall change brought about by the films will be as 
follows: 
a) From a low saliency about joining youth groups 
to a high degree of saliency. 
b) From an average degree-intensity about joining 
Scouting to a little above average. 
c) From an average knowledge about Scouting to a 
greater amount. 
9. The age to join Boy Scouts is not mentioned in the Boy 
Scout film and is a weakness. 
4. 
10. The image of the Boy Scouts presented by the film is a good 
one, but not enough of a stimulus to get boys to join. 
11. The Explorer film is not effective in getting across the 
age to join Explorers. 
12. .Among those who believe that Explorers have ranks.like the 
Boy Scouts, there is a low tendency toward joining. 
II. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
Chapter II discusses the data collection methods involved in 
the research: formulating the questionnaire, data collection and 
treatment of the findings. 
Chapter III is the analysis of the raw data related to the 
Boy Scout age group: the testing of hypotheses one through ten. 
Chapter IV is also an analysis of raw data, here, related to 
the Explorer age group, and is also a testing of hypotheses one 
5· 
through eight, eleven and twelve. 
Chapter V is a summary of the findings and a discussion of how 
the purpose of the thesis has been fulfilled. 
Appendix A. is the tabulated data from the Boy Scout age group, 
given in order of the questions asked in the questionnaire. 
Appendix B. is the tabulated data from the Explorer age group, 
also in questionnaire order. 
Appendix C. consists of the several forms of the questionnaire 
and a reproduction of the instruction sheets used in the handling of 
the questionnaire. 
III. HISTORY OF PAST STUDIES 
Research in the area of boy recruiting films seems to be rather 
limited. After a literary search in the libraries of Princeton and 
Boston Universities, no studies dealing directly with boy recruiting 
films were found. A number of studies were mentioned which related 
to instructional film research with children, but these dealt with 
entertainment or academic films. Several of these are classical studies 
and although they relate to this thesis only indirectly, they are men-
.k.ioned here briefly with a summary of their findings because of 
their importance to the field of film research. 2 
Holaday and Stoddard (1922, Payne FUnd) 
1. The general information of children and adults is increased 
2Pennsylvania State University in cooperation with the Armed 
Services of the United States, Instructional Film Reports Volume II, 
(University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University: 1951), 
Chapter III et passim. 
to a considerable extent (in entertainment films) by information 
correctly shown in motion pictures. 
2. General information presented incorrectly by the movie 
is frequently accepted as valid unless the incongruity is quite ap-
parent. The content of the picture is accepted as authentic by a 
large percentage of the audience unless the errors contained are 
glaring. 
Knowlton and Tilton (1929 Yale Photoplays) 
6. 
Scores of groups that received film instruction in addition to 
regular instruction exceeded those of the groups that received regular 
instruction only (studying Historical Geography) in the seventh and 
eighth grades. 
Wise (1929 Yale Photoplays) 
The same conclusions were found as in the Knowlton and Tilton 
studies plus the finding that time relationships are difficult to 
teach by film (eleventh grade). 
Rulon (19;2 Harvard) 
With films reinforcing textbooks (directly) and not simply 
repitition, the rote material and thinking material (ability to 
apply) is greater after the course and even greater after a time. 
CHAPTER II 
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 
This chapter deals with the formulation of the questionnaire, 
the procedure in collecting the data, and the general treatment of 
the findings. 
I. FORMULATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Drafting the questionnaire was the major effort leading to the 
collection of the data, and the process went through four stages before 
completion: 1) A study of the films, 2) a discussion of the films with 
boys, 3) the first draft and pre-test with those same boys, 4) a second 
draft and pre-test under full test conditions. Each of these stages 
are discussed separately. 
Studying the Films 
Once the thesis topic had been narrowed down, some time was 
spent at the National·Headquarters of the Boy Scouts of America in 
New Brunswick, New Jersey looking at the two films and discussing 
them with Mr. Harold Dean, a member of the Research Staff. A shoot-
ing script of each film was obtained for further study. From this 
effort came the basic areas of knowledge and opinions to be tested. 
In the Boy Scout film it was felt that how to join, activities 
at summer camp, and merit badges were items that could be tested for 
knowledge gain. In the Explorer film the age to join, how to join, 
and the specialized interests of Explorer Posts were chosen for 
knowledge gain testing. 
8. 
Opinion change, it was felt, could best be measured by an image 
list and/or open-end questions determining the boys 1 thoughts about 
Scouting both before and after. 
Whether a boy wanted to join Scouting after seeing one of the 
films was also considered to be important. Backgrourld information on 
each boy was to include personal history in Scouting, age, number of 
clubs to which he was a member. 
Discussion With Boys Seeing the Film 
The second stage was to discuss the film with boys of the proper 
age group to discover if the areas mentioned above were felt by the boys 
to be important. Cooperation was gained from the Princeton Y .M.C.A. 
to show and discuss the Scout films with "Y" youth groups. Each film 
was shown to a group of boys as part of their weekly program. Those 
who were not Scouts and who so desired, went to a different room with 
the experimenter and a tape recording was made of the discussion. 
The Boy Scout age boys had a good opinion of Scouting im-
mediately after the film, although they felt the film was unreal at 
points (e.g. the finding of the lost child was "too set up 11 ). The 
only things the boys mentioned as not being clear were the age to join 
and how often meetings were held. Most of the boys felt they had 
learned something from the film although there was some confusion as 
to how merit badges fitted into the Scouting program (i.e. were they 
ranks in themselves or parts of other ranks?). 
The Explorer age boys enjoyed the film "This is Explorint,and 
seemed to learn a great deal from the movie. Most had no idea what 
9-
the Explorers were all about before seeing the film. Again, a few 
felt there was some unrealism. It would be difficult to find a group 
interested in one specialty they felt, and "even if you did, you could 
only have one or·two trips a year and what would you do the rest of 
the time?" 
There were some questions about the age to join, for some 
thought the boy saying "fifteen 11 did not know the right age and had to 
be corrected (when, in fact, the proper age is fifteen or fourteen 
and in the ninth grade and the script called for two boys to give the 
complete answer). Also there was some question as to how to join if 
there was no Explorer unit near by or one did not know any Explorers. 
The biggest complaint of the Y.M.C.A. boys was that they did 
not like the EXplorers because they had ranks and tests like tne Boy 
Scouts. This, of course, is not true, but was not clarified by the 
film. 
The above findings were included in the first dra~ of the 
questionnaire as shown in Appendix C. 
First Draft and Pre-Test 
One week after seeing the film, the same boys who participated 
in the discussion at the Y .}1.0 .A. filled out the first draft of the 
questionnaire. A discussion followed. 
Two major problems were found in this investigation. F.lrst, 
when an image list was used, the boys (especially the Boy Scout age) 
tended either to pick all good phrases or all bad phrases and never a 
mixture. Secondly, the discussion brought out the fact that the boys 
10. 
wrote the answers they felt were called for instead of writing their 
actual feelings. ~~owing that the questionnaire was directly related 
to the film, the boys thought they were being "tested" and that there 
were right and wrong "answers" even on the opinion questions. (E.g. 
All but one of the boys answered the question, "Suppose you didn't 
belong to any youth group, what one would you like to join?" with 
11 Boy Scouts of .America." Later this was found not to be true.) 
In order to correct these two problems, a word list containing 
positive, negativ~ and neutral words was substituted for the image 
phrases, and the research design was revised. The original design 
called for giving the before test, film (to the experimental group),and 
after test all in one sitting. It was now deemed important to dissoci-
' 
ate the film from the questionnaire. The plan of introducing the film 
as part of the school activity, and not having it shown by the ex-
perimenter was adopted. The questionnaires would be handed out some-
time before the film and sometime after the film. 
Also to point up that this was not a test, but an opinion survey, 
it was decided to ~ake an issue of the fact that the questionnaires were 
not to be signed. Other small changes in wording \'lere brought about 
at this time as can be seen by comparing the first and second drafts 
of the questionnaires in Appendix C. 
Second Draft and Pre-Test 
At this point, the questionnaires were ready for testing under 
actual conditions. Several schools in the Princeton, New Jersey area 
were approached and two classes of Boy Scout age boys were tested in 
11. 
the Little Brook Elementary School in Princeton and two classes of 
Explorer age boys were tested at the Central High School in Pennington, 
New Jersey. There were fifteen to twenty boys in each class. (The 
elementary school boys were separated from the girls for filling out 
the questionnaires; the high school classes were health courses con-
sisting of boys only. This is the way the testing was carried out in 
the final data collection.) The collection of the data with the second 
draft of the questionnaire was carried out as shown in Figure 1.1 
GROUPS Time One Time Two Time Three (one week later ICl week after Time Two 
EXPERIMENTAL 11 BEFORE" FILM 11AFTER 11 
GROUP TEST TEST 
CONTROL "BEFORE" "AFl'ER 
GROUP TEST TEST 
FIGURE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
By way of summary, for each film there was a before and after 
questionnaire. The before test measured the knowledge of an at-
titude toward the Scouting program prior to seeing the film. The 
test was administered about one week before showing the film so that 
the event of seeing a film would not introduce a bias to the testing. 
The after test was given one week following the film (the film was 
!Through an error on the part of the experimenter, the Explorer 
before questionnaire was not printed in time for the second pre-test 
and copies had to be run off on a spirit duplicator to meet the deadline. 
This would not have been acceptable in the final testing, but seemed to · 
have no ill effect on the pre-test. 
12. 
shown to the experimental group only, by someone other than the ex-
perimenter). This one week lapse was necessary in order that the 
film not be directly connected with the testing experience by the 
respondents. The after test was given on the pretext that the 
questionnaire had to be revised. This revision contained some very 
obvious changes which gained useful information but did not hinder 
the before-after measurements. 
The data collected by this method proved to yield useful an-
swers in most cases. Several changes were ~ade but only for the sake 
of clarity. The major revisions are as follows: 
1. "Suppose you didn't belong to any youth group, which one 
would you like to joinT" 
was changed to--
"Which one would you like to join? 11 
2. 11What is your general feeling about the Boy Scouts,2 is 
it a very good organization?" (Choice of YES, yes, no, NO.) 
was changed to two open-end questions--
~n every youth group there are some good things and some 
bad things. Name some of the good things about the Boy 
Scouts.2 Now name some of the bad things about the Boy 
Scouts. 11 2 
;. A box was placed around questions ten and eleven--
(Answer question 10 and 11 only if you are not~~ Boy Scout.)2 
10. Would you like to join the Boy Scouts?2 
11. Name a couple of reasons why you feel that way: 
211 Explorer 11 was substituted in the Explorer questionnaires; 
for exact format of questions see Appendix C. 
4. The final change, dealing with the questionnaire as a 
whole, was to have 1 REVISBD" printed on the front of 
the after questionnaire to make the "revision story" 
more acceptable.; 
Changes were also called for in the presentation of the ques-
tionnaire. The experimenter found he could not introduce the question-
naires in exactly the same manner each time. In order to reduce the 
bias--or at least make it constant, instruction sheets were compiled 
to be read to the classes before they filled out the questionnaires 
(see Appendix c.). 
It was also important to explain to the respondents that the 
movie was a part of the research and not sponsored by the school, in 
order to obtain entrance into the classroom. In the second pre-test, 
the control and experimental groups met on different days and the re-
search design could not be explained to the first group before testing 
the second group. In order to save a trip back to the school, a letter 
to be read to the classes by the teacher was written to the students 
and included in the final research procedure. (See Appendix C.) 
II. COLLEJTION OF DATA 
Several school.systems within Monmouth County, New Jersey 
(see Figure 2. page 14) were contacted. Field Scout Executives of 
the Monmouth Council, Boy Scouts of America approached school 
,C.I. Hovland, A.A. Lumsdaine & F.D. Sheffield, Experiments 
On Mass Communication Volume III (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1949), P• ;1. 
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o~ficials in their area and made appointments for the experimenter with 
principals and superintendents showing interest in the project. This 
appointment was usually preceeded by the mailing of' the research sec-
tion of' the thesis prospectus (see Appendix C.). Four administrators 
agreed t·o -have the experiment carried out in their schools: Red Bank 
High School (Red Bank, New Jersey), River Street School (Red Bank, 
New Jersey), Leonardo Intermediate School (Leonardo, New Jersey), 
and Freehold High School (Freehold, New Jersey). 
In each case, the data was collected as described above.4 
FUll cooperation was given by the teachers involved in allowing the 
experimenter to take over the class, showing the film under normal 
class conditions, and not discussing the experimental design with 
the students. Upon completion of' the data collection, personal 
letters o~ thanks were written to the administrators, teachers and 
Scouters involved. 
III. TREATMENT OF THE FINDINGS 
The first step in organizing the data was discovering who had 
participated in all of' the research events; that is, filled out the 
bo~ore questionnaire, watched the movie (if' a member of the experi-
mental group), and filled out the after questionnaire. A respondent 
not meeting all these requirements had his questionnaire removed from 
the raw data. Since the questionnaires were not signed, the pairs 
· 4In three cases the instructions had to be read by someone 
th the experimenter due to timing problems. other a.n . 
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(before and after) were found by comparing homeroom numbers, birth 
dates, and in the case of similar dates of birth, the handwriting. 
Almost a third of the questionnaires were not usable due to absence 
from one or more sessions or a lack of information filled out in the 
questionnaire. 
To discover who had seen the movie and who had not (i.e. if 
there was an absence on that day) it was necessary to explain to the 
experimental group,following the after questionnaire, that it was 
understood a film about Scouting had been shown in the class and 
since this ~ight make a difference in their answers, they should in-
dicate on the back of their questionnaires whether they had seen the 
movie. 
Once the questionnaires were paired, the answers and changes 
in opinion and knowledge were coded and transferred to IBM t-Tork sheets, 
the:n were punched onto IB~~ cards at the National Council Headquarters. 
The individual responses were then compiled into totals which were 
computed into percentages to the nearest per cent by slide rule. 
Appendixes A. and B. tables and cross tabulations found in 
Chapters III and IV are the results of this process. 
Once the re.w da.ta had been compiled into tabular form, the 
tables were culled by prearranged plan to be used as proofs for the 
hypotheses discussed in Chapter I. Chapters III and IV discuss these 
proofs in detail. 
It is important to mention that in several instances, the 
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"prearranged plan" was not complete enough and some data processing 
had to be done by hand rather than by machine. The method used was 
to transfer the code from the IBM work sheets into table ~orm so all 
the respondents in one group (e.g. Explorer experimental group) were 
on one page instead of many pages, and tbe IBM columns were side by 
side instead of in IBM card order. This allowed for cross tabulation 
not completed in the machine data processing. A sample IBM work sheet 
and a partial page ~rom column tabulation ~allows to illustrate the 
method discussed here. 
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CHAPTER III 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BOY-INTEREST FILM, "FOOTSTEPS OF THE PIONEERS" 
This chapter deals with the statistical analysis o~ those hypo-
theses which deal with the Boy Scout age group. This group has been 
divided into ~our sub-groups ~or study: Non-Scout Control, Non-Scout 
Experimental (Non-Scouts are those boys with no previous record o~ Boy 
Scout membership), Scout Control, and Scout Experimental (Scouts are 
boys with previous or present membership in the Boy Scouts). 
HYPOTHESIS I 
The greater the f'amiliari ty with the Boy Scouts, the greater the 
positive opinion change brought about by the film. 
Two methods were used. The first was a comparison of the "Scout-
ing knowledge score" with each individual's change in opinion. (For 
the derivation of the Scouting knowledge score, see Appendix A. page 82.) 
The second method was to compare the "Scouting knowledge score" with the 
amount of familiarity each respondent claimed to have in ans\'ler to the 
question, "Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Boy Scouts?" 
(The multiple choice answers were YES, yes, no, or NO.) 
The first method shows essentially no opinion change between the 
control and experimental groups of the non-Scout respondents (i.e. boys 
with no previous record of Boy Scout membership). That is, individuals 
with the highest knowledge score in both the control and experimental 
groups tend to be in the opinion-down category. 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF OPINION CrulWGE 
AND AVERAGE SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE SCORES FOR NON-SCOUTS 
OPINION CHANGE CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Opinion-Up 59 (47 per cent)* 44 (52 per cent) 
Opinion-Down 80 (:;9 per cent) 47 (24 per cent) 
(Control group range of scores: 0-90; experimental group range: 0-160.) 
* The percentages do not total 100, because some respondents showed no 
opinion change. 
Upon examination, however, there is seen a difference between 
the opinion-up and opinion-down scores in the control group (21 points) 
and the experimental group (:;points) suggesting some change toward the 
opinion-up category in the experimental group. The range of' scores is 
greater in the experimental group which means that the potential differ-
ence between the opinion-up and opinion-down categories is even greater 
than in the control group. However, because the actual difference is 
not greater, it would appear that some positive movement has taken 
place in the group seeing the film. 
In the Boy Scout scores, a complete reversal between the control 
and experimental groups is seen. This is especially important, since 
the range of scores in the two groups is essentially the same. 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF OPINION CHANGE 
AND AVERAGE SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE SCORES FOR SCOUTS 
OPINION CHANGE CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Opinion-Up 70 (62 per cent)* 120 (40 per cent) 
Opinion-Down 110 (20 per cent) 80 (;>1 per cent) 
(Control group range of scores: 40-180; experimental group range:50-180.) 
* The percentages do not total 100, because some respondents showed no 
opinion change. 
This means, then, that in the non-Scout group (Which has little 
familiarity with the Boy Scouts) there is little actual change in opin-
ion after having seen the film. In the Scout group (in which the fa-
miliarity would be greater than that of the non-Scouts), those seeing 
the film had a greater opinion-up change, in terms of their knowledge 
scores, than those not seeing the film. This would indicate the validity 
of the hypothesis. 
The second method, using a self-rating of Scouting knowledge com-
pared totbe"Scouting knowledge score", was not s.n effective measuring de-
vice. For, it would appear that boys of this age group (10 to 13) are 
not fully qualified to state their feelings and seem c_onfused as to 
their own judgment. (tt will be shown later that the older boys (14 to 
16) have more consistent opinions~ A comparison of the knowledge 
scores with the self-ratings brings this out clearly. The high ranking 
2). 
"Scouting knowledge scores" would be expected to correlate with the 
"YES 11 self-rating. But, in fact, the high "Scouting knowledge scores 
are widely dispursed among the self-rating answers. 
TABLE III 
CO~~ARISON OF SELF-RATING WITH AVERAGE SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE SCORES 
SELF-RATING NON-SCOUT SCOUT 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
YES 5) 49 101 (114) 
yes _(56) 56 (114) 99 
no 46 6) 111 10) 
NO ;8 (66) 70 101 
Due to this lack of correlation, the self-rating technique did 
not prove to be useful in the analysis of this hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS II 
The'leaders of the group will not change in attitude as much as 
the non-leaders. 
The original plan was to have a number of teachers select the 
leaders from that part of the sample with which they were familiar on 
the basis of the following criteria {obtained from sociometric research 
with children). 1 
lH.H. Jennings, Leadership and Isolation (New York: Longmans, 
1950), P• 18. 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING LEADERS 
1. Has an unusual sensitivity and orientation to the total 
group situation. 
i.e. gets along well with oth~r individuals and with 
the group as a whole. 
2. Has the ability to contribute to enlarge the social field of 
participation of other citizens. 
i.e. can bring new ideas into the group and can draw 
others out so that they contribute. 
;. Internalizes private worries and makes a public display which 
enhanses the general tone of the group. 
i.e. is not a complainer and makes the group cheerful 
simply by being present. 
This leadership determination would have created two groups 
(leaders and followers) that could have been compared. In actual prac-
tice, obtaining leadership ratings from the many teachers involved proved 
too difficult an administrative problem. This was due to the fact that 
some of the school systems were quite large making it difficult to sort 
out teachers, distribute the materials, and have the proper information 
returned. 
The experimenter strongly feels, however, that leadership in young 
people is very often readily identified and knowing the reaction of these 
leaders to recruiting material could be a·benefit in terms of presenting, 
revising, or creating recruiting material. For this reason it is unfor-
tunate that a simple and effective measure of leaders could not be ar-
rived at for usage here. 
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HYPOTHESIS III 
Knowledge change will be greater than the opinion change. 
Before the sample was developed for this project, it was hoped 
that opinion scores and knowledge scores could be arrived at and com-
pared for significance with one of the standard statistical tools 
(e.g. Chi Square). It was found, however, that with the difficulty of 
obtaining a random sample, more efficient results could be obtained from 
an accidental sample. This way, of course, tests of significance could 
not be used with any accuracy, so the direct comparison of percentage 
figures had to be substituted. 
Three criteria for knowledge change were included in the question-
naire: 1) Did they learn more about how to join? 2) Did they learn about 
the merit badge system and were they able to name some of these badges? 
3) Did they learn something about summer Scout camp activities? Each 
of these areas are significant in the film, for a special section was 
devoted to merit badges, the climax to a summer camp episode, and the 
film ended with an invitation to join, telling just how to go about it. 
Since selling boys on Scouting was the purpose of the film, how to 
join was essential information. The scene read as follows: 
Jones: Gee, Johnny, I wonder if there's many guys 
like we were--you know, who want to join 
but nobody ever asked 'em. 
Rando: Well, there's no trick to joining the 
Scouts. All you have to do is--
Jones: (INTERRUPTING) Well, if there's a troop 
in your neighborhood just drop in and let 
1 em know you 1re interested. Or get a 
friend-who's a Scout to take you to their 
meeting. Or maybe your dad. 
Rando: And if you don't know any Scouts or troops--
Jones: (INTERRUPTING) Just pick up your phone 
book and look under Boy Scouts--er, the 
white pages, not the yellow pages. Give 
'em a call--they'll be glad to help. 
Rando: And if you want to-
Jones: (INTERRUPTING) If you want to, you and 
your buddies can even organize your own 
troop. Get your dad to check with the--
Scout office and find out how~2 
Knowledge Change 
26. 
How to join. On.the questionnaire, the question on joining read, 
"If a friend asked you, 1 How do you join the Boy Scouts?' what would you 
tell him? 1 Two methods of measurement were used. Again, one was more 
successful than the other. The first was a judgment as to whether each 
individual respondent had gained information about how to join, "lost" 
information or whether his knowledge of how to join remained the same. 
This method was a comparison (before and after) of the number of ac-
ceptable .mentions a person put down as to how to join. Most of the 
respondents tended to put down the same number of items both before and 
after. Because this was the case, the method employed did not measure 
~BOy Scouts of America, "Footsteps of the Pioneers" (Shooting Script, 
First Draft, July 1, 1959), pp. 44-45. (~umeographed.) 
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the kind of information learned. Fbr example, a person saying, "Ask a 
Boy Scout" before and "Go to a troop meeting" afterward, would not get 
credit for learning anything. However the first answer is, in effect, 
saying, "I don't know" while the second answer contains specific inform-
ation. 
TABLE IV 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO JOIN--~HOD I 
Non-Scout Non-Scout Scout Scout 
Control Experimental Control Experimental 
Remained the Same 65 per cent 69 per cent 52 per·certl; 5~ per cent 
Learned More 19 per cent ) per cent 18 per cent 12 per cent 
Learned Less 8 per cent 25 per cent 2~ per cat. ~2 per cent 
No Answer 8 per cent ~ per cent 7 per cert 
' 
per cent 
(Base) (37) (~6) (44) ()8) 
Also it would appear that the experimental groups learned less--
when in fact, it could mean that they gave more succinct answers in-
stead of rambling off several guesses. The true situation cannot be 
known. Clearly, then, this type of measure is an imperfect one. 
The second method was a straight coding of the answers given. 
These results showed a gain in understanding as far as the information 
presented by the movie was concerned. Table V belo\-r sho\'IS that the 
non-Scouts learned that riGoing to a meeting1 is the best single answer) 
··'These were based on first answers put down--the second answers 
are tabulated in Appendix A. but add little to Table v. 
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and that asking a Scoutmaster, which is not expressed in the film, is 
not as good an answer. 
TABLE V 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO JOIN (NON-SCOUTS)--~~HOD II 
CODED CATEGORIES CONTROL EXPERIHENTAL 
Go To A Metting 1:? 22 
Ask the ScQutmaster 1:? 6 
Ask a Friend 8 8 
Fill Out Application :? 0 
Call Boy Scout Council :? 6 
Don't Join :? :? 
Pass a Test 0 :? 
Don't Know 54 50 
Other :? :? 
(Base) (:?7) (:?6) 
Even the seasoned Boy Scouts fell in line with the movie in-
fo~ation and followed the same pattern. Their original top answer 
of, 11 Go to a meeting" was high to begin with, so the change here is 
not so great as the non-Scout group. The dropping of the 11 leader 11 
category, however is quite significant. 
TABLE VI 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO JOIN (SCOUTS)--~mTHOD II 
CODED CATEGORIES CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL. 
Go to a Meeting 50 53 
Ask the Scoutmaster 25 5 
Other 5 8 
Fill Out an Appli~ation 2 5 
Call Boy Scout Council 2 3 
Pass a Test 2 0 
Ask a Friend 0 13 
Don 1t Know 14 13 
(Base) (44) (38) 
Merit Badges. In discussions about the film in the pre-test, 
several boys mentioned that they did not understand the concept of 
merit badges. Fbr this reason, the respondents were asked to "Name 
a few Boy Scout merit badges." To make the "information learned• more 
accurate, the coding was done so that only the five merit badges men-
tioned in the movie (athletics, archery, astronomy, chemistry, and music) 
were counted as correct answers. With this in mind, it can be seen 
that the non-Scouts named many more of the movie badges after seeing 
the film. The Boy Scouts, already knowing many of the badges, also 
tended to fall in line with those mentioned in the film. 
)0. 
TABLE VII 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT MERIT BADGES 
NON-scoOTs .. SCOUTS MERIT BADGES CONTROh EXPERI~~TAI. CONTROL EXPERIMENTALL 
NO MENTIONS 78 per cent 55 per cent 2) per cent 16 per cent 
FILI-i M&WIONS 5 per cent 17 per cent ,a per cent 53 per cent 
NON-FILM 16 per MENTIONS cent 28 per cent 48 per cent )1 per cent 
(BASE) (37) (;6) (44) ()8) 
The twelve per cent difference in the non-Scout group and the 
twenty~three per cent difference in the Scout group suggests that the 
change is due to more than chance, especially since the correct answer 
is five out of 102 badges. 4 (The difference between the non-Scouts, 
contro 1 and experimental, naming "non-film mentions 11 is also twelve 
per cent, but the twelve per cent here is not as significant as in the 
choice: of the movie badges. This is true because here, any of the 102 
are acceptable and not just the five correct merit badges.) 
Summer Camp. The film contained many activities found at a sum-
mer Scout camp, and so again, as in the 11How to Join" analysis, there 
were many answers and a complete coding had to be resorted to. 
As seen in Table VIII, the non-Scout group seems to reflect what 
might be the influence of the film. That is, swimming, camping, and 
4,The curr.ent total of possible merit badges was confirmed by a 
telephone call to the Washington Irving Council of the Boy Scouts of 
America in \1hite Plains, New York on February 8, 1962. 
\ 
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fishing are mentioned much more often in the experimental group. Arts 
and crafts and boating, also mentioned in the film, are up to some deg.ree. 
Negative shifts are seen in the 11No Answer" category and in 11 Ba.seball 11 
l'l'hich was not mentioned in the film, but \'l'hich >-las named by many in 
the control group. The only finding that might be questionable is 
the ten per cent rise in 11 Hunting. 11 This may, ho\·lever, be due to the 
sequence at the Scout camp where a search or "hunt" is carried out 
for a lost child. In addition, there are several tracking or hunting 
games throughout the movie. These shifts indicate some general lack 
of knowledge of what goes on in a Scout camp and some increase in 
that knowledge directly attributable to the film. 
TABLE VIII 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SUMMER SCOUT CAMP ACTIVITIES--NON-SCOUTS 
ACTIVITIES CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL SHIFT 
Swimmin~ 48 Eer cent b7 per cent + 19 
Hikih~ 32 Eer cent 32 per cent 0 
CamEin~ 27 Eer cent 4c· per cent + 19 
Baseball 24 per cent 5 per cent -19 
Fishin 1 er cent 27 per cent 14 
Boa tin~ 11 Eer cent 19 Eer cent 
Hunt in~ ~ Eer cent i~ ;eer cent Arts & Crafts 2 cent ;eer cent 
No Answer cent 27 per cent 
Canoeing, Tests, 
Games, Archery, 
Sports, Cooking, 
Shooting, Nature Range from 0-8 per cent with 
Horseback Riding, little or n.:l change. 
Work, Singing 
Tri s Other. 
BASE 
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The Boy Scout group, however, does not appear to be so clear cut. 
It is explainable that the Boy Scout control group shows more knowledge 
of what goes on at a Scout camp. It is not so clear how some of the 
shifts in the Boy Scout experimental group relate to the film. The 
non-Scout group had a fourteen per cent rise in "Fishing" which is 
mentioned several times in the film--while the Scouts took a twenty 
per cent drop in the same category. Again, "Hiking" as such is not 
mentioned in the summer camp scenes, and there is no change among the 
non-Scouts, but there is a seventeen per cent gain in the Scout group. 
The twenty-five per cent rise in "Swimming" and the seventeen per cent 
rise in 11Cooking 11 may perhaps be justified by the film, but changes of 
this magnitude that are in conflict with the film are difficult to 
understand. The questionnaires were given just before summer vaca-
tion and some of the Scouts may have received information about Scout 
camp from another source. Aside from this suggestion, the experimenter 
can give no explanation of the strange change in responses. 
TABLE IX 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT S~ffiR SCOUT OM~ ACTIVITIES--SCOUTS 
ACTIVITIES CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL SHIFT 
Swimming 62 ;eer cent 90 Eer cent + 22 
Fishing 46 ;eer cent 26 Eer cent - 20 
Boating 40 12er cent 22 Eer cent - 8 
Hiking 40 :eer cent 57 12er cent +lZ 
Ca.mEing 20 ;eer cent 42 Eer cent + 12 
Cooking 1 :eer ~ent 24 ;eer cent +11 
Archer;y: 11 :Qe[ cent 8 ;eer cent - 2 
Tests 11 ;eer cent 16 ;eer cent + 2 
Fun 2 ;eer cent 12 12er cent +-14 
Arts & Crafts ll ;eer cent 16 EST cent + 2 
No Answer ~4 ;eer cent 0 ;eer cent 
(BASEl (44) (28) 
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Opinion Change 
TWo different methods were employed to determine the opinion 
change. 1) The coding of two-open-end questions ("What are some of the 
good things about the Boy Scouts? What are some of the bad things about 
the Boy Scouts?"). 2) An "image list 0 of words (eighteen with positive 
connotations, ten with negative connotations and eleven neutral) from 
which each respondent had a free choice of selecting those which he 
felt "best describes the Boy Scouts." 
In the open-end questions, the non-Scouts choosing the good things 
about Scouting had very little shift in opinion. Only two definite changes 
can be seen. The "Don't Know" category went down by ten per cent and the 
"Good Kids" category went up by eleven per cent. (It was hoped that the 
movie would present the Scouts as "good kids" and clear up any reputation 
of a "sissified nature".) These changes are smaller than the knowledge 
changes, substantiating the hypothesis under discussion. 
GOon· THINGS 
Out Door Activities 
(BASE) 
TABLE X 
NON-SCOUT OPINION CHANGE 
GOOD THINGS ABOUT SCOUTING 
cONTROL 
46 per cent 
27 per cent 
8 per cent 
EXPERIMENTAL 
47 per cent 
17 per cent 
6 per cent 
The Scout group, on the other hand, showed even smaller shifts 
of opinion. This could be expected, for with their experience, they 
would be more set in their ideas about the Scouting program and have 
definite likes which would not be greatly altered by the film. 
GOOD THINGS 
Camping 
Skills 
Good (general) 
Ou~door 
Kids. 
Ranks 
Good turns 
Leaders 
Other 
Don *t know 
(base) 
TABLE :XI 
SCOUT OPINION CHANGE 
GOOD THINGS ABOUT SCOUTING 
CONTROL 
67 per cent 
7 ~er cent 
cent 7 er 
7 per cent 
5 per cent 
; per cent 
0 per cent 
0 per cent 
5 per cent 
2 per .. cent 
(44) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
60 per cent 
11 ~=~ cent ; cent 5 per cent g per cent per cent 
; per cent 
0 per cent 
; per cent 
2 per cent {,8) 
The negative feelings are interesting to note, for it appears that 
there is a certain faction, small, but active thet are alienated by the 
film in the non-Scout group. This is evidenced by a smeller number of 
"Don 1t Know" answers and in general a filling out of the negative 
categories, expecially 11Kids 11 which was seen as an attribute in Table X. 
The only category that decreases to any appreciable degree is 
11 Danger. 11 It is also interesting to note that those who are in Scouting 
have a broader negative base than those not in Scouting (comparing the 
"Don't Know" answers). This means the film has less resistance among 
non-Scouts. 
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TABLE XII 
OPINION CHANGE: BAD THINGS ABOUT SCOU'riNG 
NON-SCOUT SCOUT 
BAD THINGS CONTROL EXPERIME..lfrAL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
Dan~er 8 12er cent 0 12er cent 2 12er cent 0 :eer cent 
Ex12ensive 2 ,eer cent 6 12er cent 7 :eer cent 2 12er cent 
Don 1t like 2 12er cent 8 per cent 2 12er cent 12 cent 
Meetin s er cent 0 er cent 0 er cent 0 cent 
Kids 2 12er cent 11 12er cent 22 12er cent 2 cent 
Rough 2 12er cent 0 12er cent 7 12er cent 2 12er cent 
Tests 0 12er cent 0 12er cent 7 12er cent 2 Eer cent 
Leaders 0 12er cent 0 J28r cent· 0 12er cent 8 Eer cent 
OamJ2in~ 0 12er cent ~ 12er cent 0 12er cent 0 Eer cent Don't Know 70 12er cent 12er cent 24 12er cent 27 12er cent 
Other 8 12er cent 11 12er cent 11 12er cent 8 12er cent 
~BASE~ ~27~ r26~ r44~ L~s~ 
Again, in general, the opinion changes are not as great as the 
knowledge changes, thereby supporting the hypothesis (number three). 
In the evaluation of the word list, a technical problem arose 
which may reflect the age and sophistication of the groups studied. In 
most questions, the control and experimental "before" questionnaires re-
fleeted essentially the same answers--so much so that in some cases only 
the after tests were compared. When there was a substantial difference 
between the before control and experimental answers, the percentages 
were adjusted as explained in Appendix A. With the word list, however, 
the control and experimental groups were so divergent in the before test 
that even with adjustment, the figures no longer reflected the true change 
that went on among the groups. (The EXplorer age boys did have aimilar 
control and experimental groups and the results were useful in testing 
this hypothesis.) The Boy Scout results have been included for further 
study in Appendix A. but cannot be used for comparison here. 
HYPOTHESIS IV 
The greater the amount of knowledge about Scouting, the greater 
the desire to join. 
This hypothesis was not born out when the "Scouting ~owledge 
score"(as determined in hypothesis number one) was compared to the 
joining tendency. (The question of joining was asked only of non-
Scouts.) It is clear that the -majority of non-Scouts do not want to 
join and tHat their Scouting knowledge scores are substantially higher 
than the scores of those who do want to join. 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF JOIN TENDENCY AND SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE SCORE 
NON-SCOUTS 
JOIN TENDENCY CONTROL GROUP EXPERIVJ.ENTAL GROUP 
WILL JOIN 20 (6 per cent)* 30 (49 per cent) 
\HLL NOT JOIN 44 (72 per cent) 49 (66 per cent) 
* The percentages do not total 100, because some respondents showed 
no opinion change. 
HYPOTHESIS V 
The films with no follow-up are little stimulus to join Scouting. 
Tb test this directly, questionnaires would have to be given to 
groups with a follow-up program as well as no follow-up, e.nd the findings 
compared. Since no follow-up was given, the research plan was to compare 
those who remembered seeing the film with those not remembering the film. 
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Those recalling the film would, in effect, have a follow-up in memory. 
In the case of the Boy Scout film, there were only three people out of 
thirty-seven who remembered seeing the film, and this group was too 
small to use for comparison purposes. (With the Explorer group, there 
was a substantial number who remembered seeing the film, and these 
results are presented in the next chapter, under hypothesis five.) 
The question asked was, "Have you learned anything about the Boy Scouts 
recently that you did not know before? What did you learn? Where did 
you learn it?" The Scout group learned many more things, (not from the 
film), but only non-Scouts remember seeing the movie at all. It would 
seem almost a waste of time just to show this film to an all Scout group, 
not only because it was not designed for this purpose, but because to 
those familiar with Scouting, it makes no real impression. 
TABLE XIV 
RECENT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS 
(EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS ONLY) 
RECENT KNOWLEDGE NON-SCOUTS 
REMEMBERED SEEING a per cent 0 
THE FILM 
LEARNED SOMEtHING ;; per cent 74 
ELSE 
LEARNED NOTHING 58 per cent 26 
(BASE) (36) 
HYPOTHESIS VI 
SCOUTS 
per cent 
per cent 
per cent 
(38) 
The film motivates a desire to join not only the Boy Scouts, 
but other groups as well. 
The question asked was, 1 During the past month, have you given 
some thought to joining a youth group?" (With answers of YES, yes, no 
or NO from which to choose.) The answers were tabulated first on the 
basis of Yes 1s and No 1s compared before and after, and second., on the 
basis of the tendency shown by each respondent (i.e. a change in answers 
from YES to yes would be a tendency away from joining etc.). In both 
methods of tabulation the non-Scout group appeared not to be moved to 
join a youth group after seeing the film, while the Scout group ~ so 
motivated. There is no difference between the numbers in parentheses 
(not the base numbers) under the non-Scout group (Table XV), but a 
significant positive change in the parenthetical figures under the Scout 
group (Table XVI) is observed. Since the members of the Scout group are, 
for the most part, now in Scouting, the film seems to motivate them to 
join other groups but does not motivate non-Scouts to join anything. 
GROUPS 
TABLE XV 
MEASUREMENr OF MOTI ~lATION TO JOIN YOUTH GROUPS 
NON-SCOUTS 
(BASE) YES ANSWERS NO ANSWERS 
CONTROL BEFORE (37) 43 per cent 57 per cent 
CONTROL AFTER (37) 52 per cent 48 per cent 
DIFFERENCE (CONTROL) (9) (9) 
EXPERI!1ENTAL BEFORE (36) 68 per cent 33 per cent 
EXPERIMENTAL AFTER (36) 76 per cent 24 per cent 
DIFFERENCE (EXPERI1'1ENTAL)---- {8) (9) 
TABLE XVI 
:MEASUREMENT OF MOTIVATION TO JOIN YOUTH GROUPS 
SCOUTS 
GROUPS (BASE) YES ANSWERS NO ANSWERS 
CONTROL BEFORE (44) 60 per cent ?9 per cent 
CONTROL AFTER (44) 60 per cent ?9 per cent 
DIFFERENCE (CONTROL) (0) (0) 
EXPERIMENTAL BEFORE (?d) 47 per cent 52 per cent 
EXPERIMENTAL AFTER (?8) 69 per cent ;>2 per cent 
DIFFERENCE (EXPERIMENTAL) (22) (20) 
In measuring the tendency toward joining and the tendency away 
from joining, the difference columns again show significant changes in 
the Scout group• 
TABLE XVII 
T&~ENCY TOWARD JOINING YOUTH GROUPS 
GROUPS (BASE) TOWARD AWAY FROM REMAINED JOINING JOINING THE SAME 
NON-SCOUT (?7) 
COEr;BO~ 
26 per cent 17 ·per cent 57 per cent 
NON-SCOUT 
EXPiBlMENl:AI.! 
(;>6) 27 per cent 15 per cent 59 per cent 
DIFFERENCE (+1) ( -2) (NON..;. SCOUT) 
SCOUT (44) 25 per cent 23 per cent 52 per cent CONTROL 
SCOUT (38) ?5 per cent 16 per cent 49 per cent EXPERIMENTAL 
DIFFERENCE (+10) (-7) (SCOUT} 
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(The data from Tables XV and XVI may be more accurate than that 
from Table XVII since the before figures of the control and experimental 
groups do not start with comparable numbers so they cannot be corrected 
with the "tendency" measure.) The hypothesis, then, is not born out in 
the non-Scout group because there is no motivation to join any youth 
group. In the Scout' group the hypothesis cannot be proven because it 
does not apply and the information relating to Scouts was included only 
to give some comparison for the general joining desire. 
HYPOTHESIS VII 
The greater the number of clubs a boy has joined, the greater 
his tendency to join the Boy Scouts after seeing the film. 
The respondents were asked to check a list of boy's clubs and 
indicate those to which they belonged. The number of clubs a boy be-
longed to was compared with his choice to join or not join the Boy 
Scouts. The data thus gathered would show whether 11 joiners 11 or 11non-
joine:rs 11 were moved to say they would like to become a member of the 
Boy Scouts. 
Both control and experimental groups were very similar in their 
joining habits as shown by the results of the first question, "Here are 
just a fet'l examples of youth groups. r•:ark those you belong to no\"t. 11 
'(rhe list included: Boy's Clubs of America, Boy Scouts of America, Ca-
tholic Youth Organization, 4-H Clubs of America, Little League, Young 
Men's Christian Association, Young Men's Hebrew Association, and Other.) 
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TABLE XVIII 
TENDENCY OF NON-SCOUTS TO JOIN CLUBS IN GENERAL 
CLUB MEMBERSHIP CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
B.ELONG TO NONE 4? pe'l" cent 44 per cent 
BELONG TO ONE OR MORE 54 per cent 55 per cent 
(BASE) (37) (;6) 
As can be seen from Table XIX, there is no appreciable difference 
between control and experimental groups in their change toward joining 
Scouting as related to the number of clubs to which each boy belongs. 
(Both before and after are given since the before scores are not exactly 
comparable in control and experimental groups.) 
TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF CLUBS JOINED WITH DESIRE TO jOIN SCOUTING 
(NON-SCOUTS ONLY)· . 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
JOIN NOT. JOIN JOIN NOT JOIN 
BEFORE 
o.6 i 
AFTER 0.6 
The lack of shirt here may be due to the fact that the potential 
shift is quite small since the range of the number of clubs is only 
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zero-three (with only one mention of three clubs). Therefore, it may be 
more accurate to say that the hypothesis cannot be proven rather than to 
suggest that it is not born out. 
The overall 
a) 
b) 
c) 
HYPOTHESIS VIII 
change brought about by the films will be as follows: 
From a low saliency about joining youth groups 
to a high degree of saliency. 
From an average degree-intensity about joining 
Scouting to a li~tle above average. 
From an average knowledge about Scouting to a 
greater amount. 
The reason for this multiple hypothesis was, in part, to show in 
three dimensional form the movement of the opinions and knowledge gain 
of boys seeing the film. The original plan was to use the box system 
shown in Figure 1. to indicate the before an'd after shift. However, to 
show this shift realistically, more boxes would be necessary. For 
example, to show a move from middle toiffar right would call for three 
boxes in a row, nine boxes in a plane, or twenty-seven boxes in all. 
The difficulty would have been in drawing such a picture in an undis-
torted form and at the same time showing all the boxes in order to see 
any possible shift. 
A modified form showing the shift in planes was adopted in an 
effort to make the picture clearer. With the color code and the key, 
some idea can be obtained as to the over all shift. Of course, the 
diagrams do demand some study and therefore may not be an effective 
way of putting across findings. However, they are presented (in 
Figure 2.) as one expression of a presentation of the original hypothesis. 
(8) 
7f 
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Saliency, .rl}.d Knowledge, I:::J Degree-intensity 
-- HYPOTHESIS IX 
The age to join Scouting is not mentioned in the Boy Scout film 
and is a weakness. 
Here the method used was simply to list the percentage of boys 
showing the various ages in answer to the question, "How old do you 
have to be to join the Boy Scouts (not the Cub Scouts)?" The question 
was asked only in the after test. (This was an exception to the control-
experimental before-after plan.) 
As seen in Table XX, two-thirds of the Scouts in both the control 
and experimental groups knew the ;proper age to join. The non-Scouts 
knew the age to join by exactly the oppos~te ratio (one-third). It 
would seem that knowing the age to become a Boy Scout would be of 
basic importance in attempting to •recruit" boys, and the film seems 
to do little either to stimulate the question or provide the answer. 
TABLE XX 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT JOINING AGE 
A...i'ISWERS NON-'ScOUTS CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
SCOUTS 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
11 YEARS )8 per cent 55 per cent 64 per cent 61 per cent 
ALL OTHERS 62 per cent 67 per cent 57 per cent 59 per cent 
~ASE) (57) (56) (44) (58) 
HYPOTHESIS X 
The image of the Boy Scouts presented by the film is a good one, 
but not enough of a stimulus to get boys to join. 
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As shown earlier, there was no majority desire to join Scouting 
after seeing the film and, in fact, there was a tendency away from 
joining. Also, aw discussed earlier, the word-image material can-
not be relied upon to show change; for the figures of the control and 
experimental before groups are too divergent to be compared realisti--· 
cally. The after profile of the non-Scout experimental group is pre-
sented in Table XXI however, to show that in general, the image of the 
Boy Scouts of America is strong. This cannot be attributed to the 
film and the hypothesis, therefore, cannot be proven or disproven with 
this data. 
WORD PERCENTAGE 
CHOICE 
Friendl;r 84 
Clean 81 
Brave 70 
Kind 70 
Fun 67 
Happy 64 
Healthy 64 
Up-to-date 6' 
Interesting 59 
Useful 59 
Honest 59 
Average 58 
Loyal 56 
TABLE XXI 
WORD IMAGE PRO FILE 
NON-SCOUT, EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AFTER TEST ONLY 
WORD PERCENTAGE VIORD 
CHOICE 
Active 55 Serious 
Polite 5' Loud 
Successful 5' Boring 
Important 52 Sissified 
Wonderful 51 Hard 
Pleasant 50 Wasteful 
Exciting 50 D.tll 
Religious 48 Di f:f'i cult 
Obedient 42 Silly 
Military '6 Strange 
PERCENTAGE 
CHOICE 
22 
22 
17 
16 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
11 
Ordinary 
'' 
Old Fashioned 11 
Warm ,o Bad 9 
Rough 2' Cold 6 
(BASE 36) 
CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL .Al.'\fALYSIS OF 'l'HE BOY-INTEREST FILI>f, "THIS IS EXPLORING" 
This chapter deals with the statistical analysis of those 
hypotheses which deal with the Explorer age group. This group 
has been divided into two sub-groups for studya Control and Ex-
perimental. 'l'he incidence of boys who were or had been Explorers 
was so slight that no attempt was made to further divide the evidence 
by "Scouts" and 11Non-Scouts". No attempt was made to sub-divide 
groups on the basis of previous Cub or Boy Scout affiliations, for 
here again the groups would have been too small. 
HYPOTHESIS I 
The greater the familiarity with Exploring, the greater the 
positive opinion change brought about by the film. 
As in the Boy Scout analysis, the average "Scouting Knowledge 
Score" given to each respondent for his knowledge about Exploring was 
compared with his opinion change. It was found that although the 
majority of boys tended to improve their opinion, it was primarily 
those with a lower Scouting knowledge score who did so. That is, 
those students whose opinion went down, had a higher average knowledge 
score--thus tending to invalidate the hypothesis. It would appear 
then that the film introduced a negative opinion to those familiar 
with Exploring. 
OPINION CHANGE 
Opinion-Up 
Opinion-Down 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF OPINION CHANGE 
AND AVERAGE SCOUTING KNOWLEDGE SCORE 
CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
;; (55 per cent)* 48 (65 per cent) 
;6 (24 per cent) 70 (20 per cent) 
(Control group range of scores: 1-180; experimental group range: 1-1;0.) 
* The percentages do not total 100, because some respondents showed no 
opinion change. 
However, the film certainly cannot be considered ineffective 
on this basis, for the majority of the respondents had little know-
ledge about the Explorers and the general opinion change, based on 
the amount of opinion change possible for each group, was a diffe~ence 
of nine per cent between the control and experimental groups. This is 
a fairly significant figure having been arrived at by subtracting the 
control groups change in opinion (a change of seven per cen~ from the 
experimental group. (This is based on a word image list to be dis-
cussed in more detail under Hypothesis III. See Appendix B., Question 
twelve for complete details of this statistical analysis.) 
Again, as in Chapter III there was an attempt to have the re-
spondents rate themselves on how much they thought they knew about 
Exploring. The method proved to be of little value, but some inter-
eating findings came out of studying the figures involved. 
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As the self-rating went up, the objective rating went down--a 
completely negative correlation. That is, those who thought they 
knew a great deal about Exploring actually knew less than those say-
ing they knew very little. On the before test, in answer to the 
question, 11 Do you feel you know quite a lot about the Explorers?" 
the following average Scouting knowledge scores were given: 
TABLE XXIII 
COHPARISON OF SELF-RATING WITH AVERAGE SCOUTING KNOVvLEDGE SCORES 
(BEFORE TEST ONLY) 
AVERAGE SCOUTING Ki\TOifllEDGE 
SELF-RATING EXPERU1ENTAL CONTROL 
YES 24 6 
yes 25 14 
no 68 6o 
SCORE 
NO 81 
"" 
v 80 ......._ , 
As a side light it is interesting to note that in the after 
test, a turn about was seen to take place. On taking the second test, 
more respondents in the control group felt they really did not know 
too much about Exploring after all. 
Table XXIV shows a total of fifty-seven per cent ye$% and 
forty-three per cent no's in the before measurement, and forty per cent 
yes' to sixty per cent no's in the after measurement. Comparing this 
to the experimental group in Table XXV, the shift is in the opposite 
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direction, indicating that the respondents really felt they had 
learned something about Exploring from the film. 
TABLE XXIV 
SELF-RATING TABULATION OF CONTROL GROUP 
SELF-RATING BEFORE AFTER 
YES 11 per cent 4 per cent 
yes 46 per cent )6 per cent 
no ~2 per cent 4~ per cent 
NO 11 per cent 17 per cent 
(BASE) (45) (45) 
Here there are forty-nine per cent "yes 11 to fifty-one per cent 
"no" before, and fifty-five per cent 11yes" to forty-five per cent "no" 
in the after test. In relation to the movement of the control group, 
this is a substantial change. 
TABLE XXV 
SELF-RATING TABULATION OF EXPERil~~TAL GROUP 
SELF-RATING BEFORE AFTER 
YES 1~ per cent 20 per cent 
yes ~6 per cent ~5 per cent 
no )1 per cent ~5 per cent 
NO 20 per cent 10 per cent 
(BASE) (40) (40) 
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HYPOTHESIS II 
The leaders of the group will not change in attitude as much 
as the general public. 
Again, as in the Boy Scout data collection, there was a 
problem obtaining information concerning the leaders of the group. 
Therefore, this hypothesis could not be proved or disproved. 
HYPOTHESIS III 
The knowledge change will be greater than the opinion change. 
There was a definite knowledge change as seen in Hypothesis I. 
This, however, is only an indication of the knowledge gain and does 
not cover specific incidents necessary to prove the hypothesis under 
discussion. Therefore, three specific areas were studied: 1) Did 
they understand the basic idea in Exploring presented in the movie 
(i.e. that Explorers have specialized groups and are not like Boy 
Scouts, who have no specialty as a group)? 2) What is the age for 
' 
joining? ) ) How dOes one go about joining the Explorers? 
The measurement of opinion change was based on a word list 
containing thirty-nine words. Eighteen of these were positive, ten 
negative, and eleven neutral or questionable. (e.g. It was found 
that the word "rough" had both good and bad connotations and thus had 
to be omitted.) The presence of neutral words, was felt to be important 
so as not to force a dichotomous choice on the respondent. 
Knowledge Change 
Specialization. The idea that Explorers specialized made a 
strong impression on the students. Each respondent was asked to list 
a number of these specialties; but had an opportunity to check off 
the answers, 11 ! can 1t think of any" and 11 I didn't know Explorer groups 
specialized. 11 The control group showed little change in the before 
and after test as seen in Table XXVI. 
TABLE XXVI 
CHANGE IN KNOVfLEDGE OF SPECIALIZATIONS: CONTROL GROUP 
NUMBER OF MENTIONS BEFORE AFTER 
None 66 per cent 68 per cent 
One or More ;4 per cent ;2 per cent 
(BASE) (45) (45) 
The experimental group, however, changed considerably, as follows: 
TABLE XXVII 
CF..A.NGE IN KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIALIZATIONS: EXPERHIENTAL GROUP 
Nm1BER OF MENTIONS BEFORE AFTER 
None 55 per cent 22 per cent 
One or More 45 per cent 78 per cent 
(BASE) (40) (40) 
This was a change of thirty-one per cent (when corrected for the small 
control group shift). 
1There were six blanks in the before test and four blanks in the 
after test. This was an oversight in proof reading, for both should 
Age to Join. The number of boys learning the age to join also 
showed a significant change. The question as in the Boy Scout study 
was asked only on the after questionnaire. There were actually three 
acceptable answers--one more correct than the other two. They were, 
11 Fourteen 11 , 11 Fifteen 11 , and 11 Fourteen and in the ninth grade or fifteen." 
The latter being the most complete and the most correct. The script 
of the movie shows how this information was brought into the film in 
a drug store discussion. 11Mitch 11 has seen a group studying a map 
and gets into conversation with them: 
Mitch: What do you have to do to be an Explorer, 
anyway? 
Joe: You don't have to do anything. You just 
come down to a meeting and join up. You 
gotta be the right age is all. 
Mitch: How old? 
Bushy: Let 1 s see--how does that go nort? Oh, yeah. 
You have to be at least fifteen. OR--
Charlie:(Interrupting) OR, you can join at fourteen 
IF you've reached the ninth grade. 
~utcb: ?fell, I 1m fourteen and in the ninth grade. 
Charlie:Okay. You can join. Come on down next 
Tuesday night if you want. 
!vii tch: Thanks. :Maybe I will (He moves off) 
So long. 2 
'" ,. - . 
nave cont.ain.ea s~x. The mentions perhaps could have been higher on 
the after test if it were not for this mistake. 
2Boy Scouts of America, 11 This Is Exploring" (Revised Shooting 
Script, May 8, 1958), P. 46. (~umeographed) 
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The significant data shows up in three groups: those who 
don 1 t know any of the answers, those who know at least one of the 
acceptable answers, and those who know the best answer. 
TABLE XXVIII 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE OF EXPLORER JOINING AGE 
AGE GIVEN C01'1TROL EXPERI1'-1ENTAL DIFFERENCE 
No Answer 45 per cent 18 per cent -27 
One of Three Right Answers 44 per cent 62 per cent + 18 
Most Complete Answer 0 per cent 25 per cent + 25 
(BASE) (45) (40) 
The change in all cases is quite high after seeing the film. 
How to Join. Two methods were used in measuring the knowledge 
gain of how to join: 1) a subjective judgment of the change in under-
standing of how to join, 2) a straight coding of the answers in re-
sponse to the question, "If a fri~nd asked you, 1 How do you join the 
Explorers?', what would you tell him? 11 The subjective measure seems 
wholly unreliable in that the control group appeared to learn more 
than the experimental group. This is possible, but highly improbable 
in the light of the other significant knowledge changes. The coding 
method, on the other hand, does bring out changes in knowledge in 
line with other findings. As seen by the dialogue presented earlier, 
the method for joining mentioned was simply, "Just come down to the 
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meeting and join up.u This is reflected very clearly in the flndings 
in Table XXIX. Also cleared up by the film was any confusion between 
Boy Scout meetings and Explorer meetings--the film points up the 
separation between the two groups and this is picked up by the viewers. 
FUrthermore, as mentioned in the film, the leader in the Explorers is 
the boy and not the adult, so going to the Scoutmaster or Explorer 
adult leader was chosen less frequently by those seeing the film. 
TABLE XXIX 
CHANGE IN KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO JOIN EXPLORERS 
HOW TO JOIN CONTROL EXPERH1ENTAL 
Go to a Boy Scout Meeting 1~ per cent 8 per cent 
Go to an Explorer Meeting 1~ per cent 40 per cent 
Talk with Boy Scout Leader 9 per cent 0 per cent 
Talk with Explorer Leader 4 per cent 0 per cent 
(BASE) (45) (40) 
Opinion Change 
The knowledge changes, then, amounted to twenty-five per cent 
or more in each case. The opinion change as mentioned before, based 
on the average change in the choice of image words, is only nine per cent. 
The method used in measuring the opinion change was to figure 
the average after score of positive words in both the control and ex-
perimental groups. Then the difference was taken between the control 
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and experimental difference figures. This would take into consideration 
the change as related to the control group. This was also done With 
the negative word scores and figured into the final score mentioned 
above. This is discussed in Appendix B. under Question twelve. 
A further step was taken so as not to introduce a "Ceiling 
Effect" on the actual scores. The ceiling effect can best be described 
by example. A student choosing ten per cent of the positive words on 
the list in the before test and twenty per cent of the positive words 
on the after test, would appear to have a 100 per cent increase in 
score; while a student choosing eighty per cent before and ninety 
per cent after would only have a ten per cent increase--yet the dif-
ference between the two in each case is only ten per cent. The ten 
per cent in the former case is not so significant as in the latter 
case, for the first student had a greater potential for changing his 
score than did the second student who only could have gone up by twenty 
percentage points. The first student starting from ten per cent could 
have gone up by ninety percentage points. To overcome this confusion 
and put the figures into balance, the per cent of change is figured, 
not on the actual move alone, but on the actual move in relation to 
the potential move. The formula for this correction is given by Hovland, 
Lumsdain and Sheffield) as follows: 
·?o.r. Hovland, A.A. Lumsdaine & F.D. Sheffield, Experiments 
On Mass Communication Volume III (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1949), P• 285. 
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In the formula, P1 is the before figure, P2 the after figure, and T, 
the total score possible. Examples of application of this formula 
to the Explorer age group are given in Appendix B. The actual per-
centage difference, not taking the ceiling effect into account, is 
far below nine per cent for there are only three words that received 
a percentage difference of more than fifteen. (These words were 
"Exciting", "Pleasant", and "Active".) Most were fe.r below this level. 
This hypothesis then, is born out with a rather rough measure, 
but with some significance since the lowest knowledge score and the 
average opinion score show a differen~e of sixteen percentage points. 
HYPOTHESIS IV 
The greater the amount of knowledge about Exploring, the 
greater the desire to join. 
The method of comparison here is similar to that of Hypothesis I 
in that the average Scouting knowledge score is compared with (in this 
case) the desire to join (as opposed to the opinion change). The 
results here are similar to Hypothesis I because in the experimental 
group, those with the highest score in knowledge are the ones who do 
not want to join. This agrees with Hypothesis I, for those with a 
lower opinion would naturally not want to join. 
TABLE XXX 
COMPARISON OF JOIN-TENDENCY AND SCOUTING KNO\'I'LEDGE SCORE 
JOIN-TEl\iDENCY CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Will Join 46 (44 per cent) 48 (58 per cent) 
Will Not Join 22 (56 per cent) 53 (62 per cent) 
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In this case, however, the per cent not wanting to join is higher 
than the per cent with the poor opinion. This follows, for it appears 
that the Explorers have a fairly good image due to the film, but 
committing oneself to join is a bigger. step than saying, 11It 1 s a nice 
group." 
With this change toward not joining in the experimental group, 
the reasons given for not joining take on more importance. Most boys 
did not verbalize their reasons. Of those who did, the answer of 
"not interested" was mentioned less after seeing the film, which is 
encouraging. The answer of, 11 no time" however, is mentioned more 
often in the experimental group and is of importance, since a scene 
is devoted to this problem. The main character, early in the movie, 
asks the president of an Explorer Post how he finds time to, do all 
that he does in the Explorers, and the answer comes back, "If you're 
interested, you find time." It would appear then that this point did 
not sell itself in the film, or that the film does not sufficiently 
interest the boys seeing it. 
The reasons for joining also seem to reflect the film in that 
"good program" has a lower percentage a:f'ter and 11 fun 11 and 11new skills 11 
have a higher percentage. Again, emphasizing that there is no struc-
tured program and that Exploring really is exploring and exciting. 
The film makes it's point. The shift, being small, may not be sig-
nificant, but the tendency appears to be there. 
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TABLE XXXI 
REASONS FOR JOINING EXPLORERS 
REASONS CONTROL EXPERU1ENTAL DIFFERENCE 
No Answer 55 per cent 57 per cent 
Good Program 11 per cent ~ per cent -8 
Fun 9 per cent -15 per cen 
New Skills 9 per cent 10 per 
(BASE) (45) (4o) 
HYPOTHESIS V 
The film with no follow-up is little stimulus to join Exploring. 
Because there was no follow-up procedure which was tested 
directly, the following data gives some suggestion as to the effect 
of a follow-up, had one been made: 
1. Fifty per cent of the experimental group remembered seeing 
the film. 
Fifty per cent of the experimental group did not remember 
seeing the film. 
2. Of those not remembering the film: 
Thirty per cent tended away from joining the Explorers. 
Seventy per cent remained the same. 
None tended toward joining Exploring. 
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;. Of those remembering the film: 
Twenty-six per cent tended away from joining. 
Fbrty-eight per cent remained the same. 
Twenty-six per ~ tended toward joining. 
Only those remembering the film had any thought of joining--
in effect, they had a follow-up--a remembrance of the film that the 
others did not. If more could have been done to impress the group 
into remembering the film, by a follow up program of some kind, it 
would appear that there would have been more of a tendency to join. 
Thus suggesting that the hypothesis might be true. 
HYPOTHESIS VI 
The film motivates a desire to join not only Exploring, but 
other groups as well. 
This is shown not to be true. The question asked was, "During 
the past month, have you given some thought to joining a youth groupT 1 
If any tendency can be claimed from the figures, it is that after 
seeing the film the group as a whole tended not to join youth groups. 
TABLE XXXII 
TENDENCY TOWARD JOINING CLUBS IN GE:t-.TERAL 
TENDENCY CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
Joining Clubs in General 22 per cent 15 per cent 
-7 
Not Joining Clubs in General 20 per cent 28 per cent +B 
Remained the Same 58 per cent 58 per cent 0 
(BASE) (45) (40) 
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This small shi~t could only be considered to indicate a ten-
dency when it is seen to f~ll in line with other I~ndings. When the 
same C:.ata is measured in terms of Yes 1 s and No 1 s (i.e. combining YES 
and yes answers and NO and no answers) the findings appear to be the 
same with no movement in the control group, but a negative shift in 
the experimental group. 
TABLE XXXIII 
BEFORE AND AFI'ER ANS\'I'ERS TO JOINING A YOUTH GROUP 
ANS\'iERS CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
(BEFORE AND AFTER} 
Yes Before 42 per cent 50 per cen~ 
-2 
Yes After 42 per cent 45 per cent 
No Before 58 per cent 50 per cent 
t9 
No After 58 per cent 55 per cent 
(BASE) (45) (40) 
Here the shift is only five per cent in the experimental group as in-
dicated by the arrows. 
Again, measuring the same data on a basis of Yes and No 
shifts, the majority remained the same (l.e. YES before and yes 
after is considered to remain the same--only a yes (or YES) to a 
no (or NO) would be a change~ 
TABLE XXXIV 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SHIFTS IN JOINING A YOUTH GROUP 
SHIFT CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
Remain the Same 83 per cent 64 per cent 
Join 9 per cent 20 per cent 
Not Join 0 per cent 4 per cent 
(BASE) (45) (40) 
In this last measure there appears to be a tendency toward 
joining. Of the twenty per cent saying they would like to join a 
club, half said they wanted to join the Explorers, and half said 
they wanted to join a non-Scout club. This would appear to support 
the hypothesis in that not only does the film stimulate boys to 
join the Explorers, but other clubs as well--except that in the 
two preceding tables it was shown that most were not stimulated to 
join at all. The premise of the hypothesis (that the film motivates 
joining) does not hold up and therefore the rest cannot follow. 
HYPOTHESIS VII 
The greater the number of clubs a boy has joined, the greater 
his tendency to join Exploring after seeing the film. 
It is important to note here that the experimental and control 
groups do not have the same joining habits (although they once had 
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similar joining habits as seen in the "Used to Belong" column of 
Table XXV). Respondents were first asked to what clubs they pre-
sently belonged, and secondly to what clubs they used to belong. 
Number of Clubs 
None 
One 
Two 
(BASE) 
Number of clubs 
None 
One 
(BASE) 
TABLE XXXV 
NUMBER OF CLUBS JOINED 
NOW A MEMBER 
Control Experimental 
51 per cent .?2 per cent 
.?2 per cent 5.? per cent 
16 per cent 15 per cent 
(45) (4o) 
USED TO BELONG 
Control Experimental 
62 per cent 70 per cent 
.?8 per cent 28 per cent 
(45) (40) 
Difference 
19 
21 
1 
Difference 
8 
10 
Since the experimental group is made up of joiners, the hypo-
thesis, if it is to be valid, must be proved by showing that the ex-
perimental group in general desires to join the Explorers. This was 
not the case, however (see percentages in table XXX), and the hypothe-
sis is not validated. 
A finer treatment of the data correlated the number of clubs 
to which a boy joins with his desire to join or not to join the 
Explorers. This brings out the same point as shown above, that 
the experimental group is, in general, made up of joiners, but the 
film makes little difference in their desire to join the Explorers. 
In fact, the small movement that exists is a negative one. 
BEFORE 
AFl'ER 
follows: 
study. 
TABLE XXXVI 
Cal4PARISON OF AVERAGE NUivlBER OF CLUBS JOINED 
WITH DESIRE TO JOIN EXPLORERS 
CONTROL EXPERH1m-.iTAL 
JOIN NOT JOIN JOIN NOT JOIN 
0.8 0.6 1.2 
0.8 0.6 1.0 0.8 
HYPOTHESIS VIII 
!be overall change brought about by the fUm will be as 
a) From a low saliency about joining youth groups 
to a high degree of saliency. 
b) From an average degree-intensity about joining 
Explorers to a little above average. 
c) From an average knowledge about Exploring to a 
greater amount. 
The reason and method for this measurement display is dis-
ealier under Hypothesis VIII of Chapter III on the Boy Scout 
QJlly the findings are given here (See Figure 5) to show that 
· not carried out as stated, for the salien~y is from 
the l1'Y1lothesis l 8 
r 
i 
HYPOTHETICAL SHIFT 
HIGH 
HIGH 
I 
LOVf 
Low----~ HIGH 
KEY : 
ACTUAL SHIFT 
FIGURE 7 
GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF HYPOTHESIS VIII 
EXPLORERS 
Saliency, Knowledge , 
66 . 
Degree-intensity 
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medium to low (instead of low to high), the knowledge is from low to 
fairly high (instead of average to high), this is the closest of the 
three to the hypothesis, and the degree intensity is average to low 
(instead of average to above average). 
~ypotheses IX and X are for Boy Scouts only.) 
HYPOTHESIS XI 
The Explorer film is not effective in getting across the age 
to join Explorers. 
This hypothesis has actually been covered by showing that 
twenty-five per cent of the respondents in the experimental group 
stated the right age in it's most correct form (fifteen, or fourteen 
and in the ninth grade) and none did so in the control group. (See 
Table XXVIII.) 
A separate hypothesis was created because the experimenter 
felt the scene pr.eYiously described, discussing the correct joining 
age, appeared a bit confusing. The boy telling the right age to join 
had to stop and think and someone else had to finish the answer. How-
ever, there was a follow-up in that the boy asking the question, Mitch, 
repeated the age, 11Well, I 1m fourteen and in the ninth grade" and he 
was rewarded for the correct information: "O.K. you can join. 11 Ap-
parently this was sufficient to make many of the respondents remember 
the information. In fact, of the group remembering the film, sixty 
per cent recalled the fully correct anst'11ez:. 
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HYPOTHESIS XII 
Among those who believe that Explorers have ranks like the Boy 
Scouts, there is a low tendency toward joining. 
The important point here is that the film does not clear up 
the fact that Explorers do not have ranks and tests like the Boy 
Scouts. As shown earlier, the idea of specialized groups makes its 
point, but the information does not go far enough. Many, after see-
ing the film, still believed that the ranks and tests exist in the 
Exploring program. 
In answer to the question, "Do Explorers have ranks and tests 
like the Boy Scouts? 11 both the experimental and control groups an-
sewered with a definite "Yes~' There is a difference in control 
and experimental yes and no answers which is quite small in the 
light of the overwhelming "yes" answers in both groups. 
TABLE XXXVII 
CHANGE IN KNO~ILEDGE 
ABOUT RANKS A1'D TESTS IN EXPLORERS 
ANSWERS CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
Yes 85 per cent 72 per cent 
No 4 per cent 10 per cent 
Don't Know 14 per cent 18 per cent 
(BASE) (45) (40) 
With the majority saying there are ranks and tests and the majority 
saying they did not want to join, there seemed to be a high positive 
correlation. \~ether this is a causal relationship or not must re-
main a moot question. Further, in the reasons given for not joining, 
ranks and tests were seldom mentioned. 
CHAPTER v· 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This final chapter is a discussion of the most significant 
findings in both films and a discussion of the overall purpose of 
this paper:to discover a simple and efficient method of measuring 
two boy recruiting visual aids as a contribution to the field of 
research in public relations films. 
I. SUMI>IARY OF FINDINGS 
Familiarity plays an interesting part in how respondents answered 
questions. The non-Scouts familiar with Scouting had only a slight 
upward movement in opinion, while the Explorer age boys familiar with 
Exploring had a definite down-turn in their thinking after seeing 
the film. Again, the familiar non-Scouts were not interested in 
joining any group, while the older (Explorer age) boys tended to join 
groups other than the Explorers. (Those who were interested in join-
ing answered "because it's fun" as their reason in most cases.) 
Boys who were in Scouting took a different turn, for in general, 
their opinions after the film were highly in favor of' Scouting, but 
there was a definite desire to "go out and join" some other group. 
Being a member of a youth group (other than Scouting) also played 
an important role in joining and not joining. Scout age boys who were 
already members of a club tended toward joining Scouting more than 
boys who were not a member of a club. 
portant to certain boys of this age. 
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Joining clubs seemed to be im-
On the other hand, the older boys 
reacted in just the opposite way. It was the "non joiners" that were 
interested in Explorers after seeing the film and not the 11 joiners 11 • 
The reason for not joining was simply, "no time. 11 Boys of this age 
appeared to be more selective. Perhaps they are faced with so many 
extracurricular choices that they feel they must be careful about 
getting "involved.~ The answer of' "not interested" was high before 
the film, but low afterwards. 
In both age groups, few desired to join after seeing the film. 
This is in contrast with the pre-test discussion where the boys were 
quite anxious to find out more about Scouting and join. J. main dif-
ference between the two group situations was that the pre-test answers 
were given immediately after the film, while the final questionnaires 
were given a week after the showing. The only conclusion that can be 
drawn is that these films cannot stand alone. If they are to recruit 
Scouts, some reinforcement must be introduced immediately e.fter the 
showing. 
The knowledge gain was, as expected, the most significant change. 
In general, the Explorer age boys gained more information than the 
Scout age group, but this is easily explainable. The Explorer Program 
is newer to most boys and would be expected to make more of an impression. 
The older boys remembered their film more than the younger boys by a 
ratio of fifty per cent to eight per cent. Since the various bits 
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of information learned are not equal in difficulty to comprehend, the 
percentage gains in information are not completely comparable, but the 
difference between control and experimental groups are as follows: 
TABLE XXXVIII 
PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE IN INFOffi;f.ATION GAINED FROM FILMS 
B 0 Y S C 0 U T E X P L 0 R E R 
ITEM PER CENT TEM 
DIFFEBENCE ~H~ow-T=o-J"="o"""'i,_n _____ ,;;;;.;.:__l2 How To Join 
Knowledge of Merit Badges 12 ~pecialized Interests 
Activities at Summer Camp ~ge to Join 
Swimming 1
1
2 
Campin.e: -~ 
Correct Answer 
Most Correct Answer 
PER CENT 
DIFFERENCE 
25 
18 
25 
In the area of general opinion change the word list was not ef-
fective with the younger boys and no definite conclusions could be 
drawn. The Explorer age boys, on the other hand did have a slight 
positive shift in their opinions about Explorers (nine per cent). In 
both groups the "image" was good in that the positive words were chosen 
very freely and in a much higher frequency than the negative words. 
In the Explorer age the words with the greatest positive change between 
control and experimental groups were "Exciting" (twenty-one per cent 
difference), 11Active 11 (seventeen per cent), and "Pleasant" (seventeen 
per cent). 
Two basic pieces of information not generally known and not 
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portrayed by the films are the age to join Boy Scouts and the fact 
that Explorers do not have ranks and tests. Two-thirds of the younger 
boys did not know the age to join Scouting, and three-fourths of the 
older boys thought Explorers had ranks and tests after seeing the 
films. (It cannot be known whether this is the reason for the lack 
of joining desire in the Explorers, but there is a high positive 
correlation between the two.) 
Both films are aimed at boys not in the Boy Scout or Explorer 
program, but wide use has been made of them in Scout meetings. 1 This 
would appear to this experimenter as a rather pointless effort, for 
even though the opinion of Scouting goes up in the eyes of the Scouts, 
they desired to 11go out and join" some other groups after seeing the 
film "Footsteps of the Pioneers." (There were not enough Explorers to 
make a similar measurement with 11This is Exploring. 11 ) Aside from this, 
they did not even remember seeing the film one week after its showing 
and very little was learned in the Scout group on the items measured 
under knowledge gain. 
II. :!vrEASUREMEr-IT NETHODS 
Measuring Knowledge Gain 
From the analysis of both films, it was clear that the knowledge 
gain was high after seeing the movies. The method of measurement was 
to ask both before and after, those questions which had several 
1Harold Dean, Discussion of Visual Aids Study of Boy Scouts .of 
America, National Council (New Brunswick, New Jersey; December 1961) 
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possible answers (such as, "Name some of the Boy Scout Merit Badges 11 
and "What are some of the specialized interests of the Explorers? 11 ) 
and ask only in the after test those questions which had but one pos-
sible answer (e.g. 11 How old do you have to be to join the Boy Scouts 11 
and "Do EXplorers have ranks and tests like the Boy Scouts? 11 ). 
This technique allowed the benefit of the control-experimental 
method in general·information areas, and did not stimulate boys to 
seek the answers to specific questions. Because the respondents did 
not know there would be an after test, this precaution with specific 
questions may not have been necessary. Further testing would be re-
quired before this could be determined. 
It is clear, however, that the best method of tabulating the 
knowledge gain is not by subjective judgment of the change in each 
case, but a coding of the answers and a comparison of the percentage-
categories in the control and experimental groups. 
Further, it is recognized that a self-rating of how much know-
ledge an individual has about Scouting is not a reflection of the 
truth in most cases. There seems to be no correlation in the Boy 
Scout age group and a negative correlation in the Explorer age group 
between the self-rating and the "objective" rating. 
The objective rating was considered something of a success in 
that it was easy for a boy to answer, gave specific information about 
his availability to Scouting knowledge, and was easy to tabulate. 
It di.d not, however, measure what a boy learned about Scouting 
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from these sources. To test overall knowledge directly, would have 
required a full page or more of factual questions which would heve 
taken away from the "opinion" aspect of the questionnaire and me.de it 
a test of right e.nd wrong answers, which was to be avoided. 
Opinion 1-leasurement 
The opinion measure, based on a checklist of words and several 
open-end questions was successful in part. The open-end questions 
were useful in the.t specific ans\'iers were gained. (E.g. 111.•lhet are 
some of the good things about the Boy Scouts and Explorers:" The high-
est answer was, 11 good kids.") 
The word list, on the other hand, was more successful with the 
Explorer age group than the Boy Scout age boys. At first it appeared 
that the choice of words made by the younger respondents had no partic-
ular pattern. The specific words chosen by the boys varied widely in 
each of the four sets of questionnaires (Before Non-Scouts, After Non-
Scouts, Before Scouts, After Scouts). There was an overall pattern in 
that the numbe~ of positive and number of negative words produced mean-
ingful data when the control and experimental groups were compared. 
It would appear that the boys were not so conscious of the actual 
meaning of the words as they were that a particular word was 11 good 11 
or 11 bed 11 • They chose good or bad words according to how they felt. 
This tendency was first discovered in the use of image phrases 
in the pre-test and for this reason image words (positive, negative, 
and neutral) were substituted in the questionnaire. The experimenter 
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feels that if boys are going to choose on a "good" and "bad" basis, 
they should be allowed to do so in a way that will be more productive 
in tabulation. The semantic differential would perhaps be the most 
effective method. 2 Instead of having a checklist with, for example, 
11 cold and warm 11 , a scale would be placed between words with polar 
meanings 
Oold_/_/_/_/_/_1_/Warm · 
with instruction to place a check on the scale i'l'here it would, 11 best 
describe the Boy Scouts." This has been done successfully with younger 
boys in research done by the National Council of the Boy Scouts of 
America.; 
Since the word list is more easily tabulated and the Explorer 
age boys are able to use it correctly, this would probably be the most 
efficient method of testing their change in opinion. (These same words 
can be used to check other hypotheses ~.g.do boys feel Scouting is ex-
pensive? To do this, 11 Expensive 11 would be included in the word list.) 
Joining Desire Measurement 
Two approaches were used. The first to measure the desire to 
join (or not to join), the second to measure the reasons for that 
choice. In the first method, a question was asked, "Have you thought 
about joining a club recently?", and if so, "Which one?" If Scouting 
2o.E. Osgood, G.J. Suci & P.H. Tannenbaum The Measurement of 
Meaning (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1957) et passim 
;Discussion with Boy Scouts of America Research Department, National 
Council, New Brunswick, New Jersey. December, 196o. 
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was the answer, it was felt to be more significant than if the question 
had been directly "Would you like to join Scouting?", for the bias of 
naming one particular club was not introduced. 
To discover their reasoning for jo,ining or not joining Scouting, 
it was first necessary to ask the direct question, "Do you want to join 
Scouting?", then, "Why?" (or why not). A "why" question in the first 
method above, would give reasons for joining Scouting if chosen, but 
would not give answers for not joining Scouting. 
Data Processing 
Machine tabulating, though fast and effective is also expensive. 
In having to do some tabulating by hand, the experimenter found that 
creating an IBM "straight run" by hand (see page 19.) was very ef-
ficient ¥hen done by two people (one reading the answer from the ques-
tionnaire, the other reading back the code number and the first person 
placing the code in the table). With a pre-tested code and proper 
instructions, a research kit could include not only the data collec-
tion techniques, but data processing methods as well. This would give 
the layman not only the leg work in the research, but the satisfaction 
of knowing the outcome. With volunteers, an inexpensive experiment 
could be done with a large sample (thus insuring more validity). 
As a side light, volunteers with knowledge of the effectiveness of 
visual aids would probably use these materials more often and under 
proper conditions. 
This research then, was able to show effective methods of 
measuring knowledge gain, opinion change and the change in joining 
desire, as well as discover information important in the creation 
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of further recruiting materials. Aside from the questionnaire find-
ings, an effective method of data processing was presented for use by 
researchers not having access to machine tabulation. 
APPENDIX A. 
BOY SCOUT DATA 
IN ~UESTIONNAIRE ORDER 
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APPENDIX A. 
BOY SCOUT FILM--SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 
~.1. HERE ARE JUST A nd EXAMPLES OF YOUTH GROUPS. ~.ARK THOSE YOU 
BELONG TO NOW. 
(Checklist containing: Boy's Clubs of America, Boy Scouts of 
America, Catholic Youth Organization, 4-H Clubs of America, 
Little League, Yourg !-!en 1 s Christian Association (YMCA), Young 
:t-1en 1 s Hebrew Association (YMHA), and Other .) 
#of Clubs 
None 
One 
Two 
Three or Four 
(BASE) 
CONTROL 
46% 
46% 
;% 
5% (;7) 
EXPERIMENrAL 
44% 
;6% 
19% 
O% (;6) 
~.2. CIRCLE THE NAMES OF THOSE YOU USED TO BELONG TO. 
fl. of Clubs CONTROL EXPERIMFNTAL 
None 70% 64% 
One 22% 25% 
Two 5% 11% 
Three or Four ;% O% 
(BASE) (57) (56) 
~.;. DURING THE PAST r>lONTH, HAVE YOU GIVEN SOME THOUGHI' TO JOINING 
A YOUTH GROUP~ 
(Checklist containing: YES, yes, no, NO) 
Per cent Se1ectin~ Answer 
Non-Scouts Scouts 
ANSWER CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
YES Before After Before After Before After Before After 
YES 29% 26% 44% 50% 28% 57% 26% 57% 
yes 14~ 26% 24% 26% 52% 25% 21% 52% 
no 26% 51% 18% 12% 25% 28% 54% 16% 
NO 51% 17% 15% 12% 16% 11% 18% 16% 
(BASE) (55) (55) (54) (54) (45) (45) (58) (58) 
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Non-Scout Scout 
TENDENCY CONTROL 
26% 
17% 
57% (35) 
EXPERI r·1ENTAL 
27% 
15% 
59% (34) 
CONTROL EXPERUffiNTAL 
Toward joining 
Away from joining 
Remain the Same 
(BASE) 
25% 35% 
23% 16% 
52% 49% 
(44) (37) 
Q.4. WHICH ONE WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN? (See Question #1.) 
SHIFT IN ANSWERS 
BSA--BSA. • • • • . . . . 
Non-BSA--Non-BSA. • 
Non-Club--Non-Club. 
CON'I'ROL 
•• 22% 
·35% 
.14% 
BSA-Non-BSA • • • 
BSA--Non-Club • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . .n.to 
• O% . . . 
Non-BSA--Non-Club • 
Non-Club--Non-BSA • 
. . . 
Non-BSA-BSA. • 
Non-Club--BSA •• . . . . . . . . . 
• 5~ 
.11% 
. O% 
.•• 3% 
EXPERIIviENTAL 
17% 
36% 
11% 
6% 
3% 
&% 
6% 
14% 
O% 
Q.5. DO YOU FEEL YOU KNOW QUITE A BIT ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS? 
Non-Scout 
ANSWER 
YES 
yes 
CONTROL EXPERIMEiTAL 
no 
NO 
(BISE) 
3% 
39% 
39% 
20% (36) 
Q.6. WHY DO YOU SAY THAT? 
o% 
47% 
29% 
25% 
(34) 
Scout 
COJ:l""TROL 
:so% 
59% 
7% 
5% (44) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
32% 
46% 
11% 
11% 
07) 
(Not coded due to lack of reliability of question #5. above. 
See text, Chapter III, Hypothesis I.) 
Q,. 7. WHERE DID YOU GEl' YOUR INFOFJ•iATION ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS? 
(Mark as many as apply.) 
Checklist containing: (4) From close friends who were (Are) Boy Scouts. 
(4) From brothers who were (are) Boy Scouts. 
(3) From my Father who was a Boy Scout. 
(2) I read "Boys' Life" magazine regularly. 
(2) I have a Boy Scout handbook. 
(1) T.V., Newspapers, Magazines. 
Other __ _ 
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This question was coded as a total knowledge score. Each item 
received a weight (number in parentheses) and was totaled for 
each individual (a boy in Scouting received five extra points). 
Q.8. IN EVERY YOUTH GROUP THERE ARE SOME GOOD THINGS AND SOI·IE BAD 
THINGS. NAME SOME OF THE GOOD THINGS ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS. 
Non-Scouts Scouts 
CATEGORIES CONTROL EXPERHlEN'l'AL CONTROL EXPERU1ENTAL 
Camping 46% • 47% 
New Skills 8% 6% 
67% 60% 
"% r.Jt. '7 0 11,., 
Good Turns 8% 3% O% 3% 
Good (In General) 5% 6% 7% 3% 
Good Kids 3% 14% 5% 5% 
Good Leaders (Adult)O% 3% O% O% 
Outdoor Activities O% 3% 7% 5% 
Rank O% O% 3% 8% 
Don 1 t Know 27% 17% 2% 3% 
Other O% O% 5% 3% 
(BASE) (37) (36) (44) (38) 
• Percentage• add up to more than 100 due to multiple answers 
in some cases. 
Q.9. NOW NAME SOlvJ:E BAD THINGS ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS. 
Non-Scouts Scouts 
CATEUORIES CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERUmNTAL 
Danger 81o* o% 5% O% 
Expensive 5% 6% 7% 3% 
Don't Like 3% 8% 5% 13% 
Meetings 3% O% O% O% 
Bad Kids 3% 11% 25% 26% 
Rough 3% O% 7% 3% 
Tests O% O% O% 8% 
Leaders O% O% O% O% 
Camping O% 3% O% O% 
Don't Know 70% 60% 34% 37% 
Other 8% 11% 11% 8% 
(BASE) (~7) (36) (44) (;8) 
• Percentages add up.to more than 100 due to m~ltiple answers 
in some cases. 
Q.lO. WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN THE BOY SCOUTS? 
ANSWERS CONTROL NON-SCOUTS EXPLORERS· NON-SCOUTS 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
(BASE) 
BEFORE 
4o% 
25% 
25% 
9% 
(~5) 
AFI'ER 
29% 
29% 
~2% 
11% 
(35) 
BEFORE AFTER 
45% 42% 
16% 1~% 
29% 19% 
10% 26% 
(~1) (~1) 
Q.11. NAME A COUPLE OF REASONS WHY YOU FEEL TB.A T 1tiAY. 
(See question #10.) 
REASONS FOR JOINING FIRST ANSWER GIVEN, NON-SCOUTS ONLY 
CONTROL 
11% 
1~% 
11% 
5% 
~% 8% 
EXPERII'.fEi.ifTAL 
. u% 
'1 
0 
O% 
O% 
O% 
3% 
Camping 
Fun 
Friends 
Exciting 
Good Times 
Other 
Don't Know (No Answer) 49% 77% (56) (BASE) (~7) 
SECOND ANSWER, NON-SCOUTS ONLY 
;% 
9% 
O% 
Camping 
Outdoors 
Skills 
O% 
;% 
8% 
5% 
~% 
5% 
0% 
14% 
9% 
9% 
~% 
Fun 
Friends 
Program 
Good Times 
Don't Know 
(BASE) 
(No Second Answer) 76% 54% 
(~6) 
REASONS FOR NOT JOINING 
No Time 
No Interest 
Don't Like Camping 
Had Bad Experience in Cubs 
Rough 
Other 
Don't Know, (No Answer) 
{BASE) 
(~7) 
FIRST ANSWER GIVEN, NON-SCOUTS ONLY 
CONTROL DPERIMENTAL 
17% ;% 
14% 5% 
~% ~% 19% gave 
O% 5% a first answer 
O% ~% 
~~ O% ,,t~ ·' 
64% 81% 
(~7) (36) 
SECOND ANSWER, NON-SCOUTS ONLY 
No Time 
No Interest 
Program 
Other 
Don't Know 
(BASE) 
O% 8;o 
3% 14% 
3% ~% ~O% gave 
5% 5% a second answer 
(No Second Answer) 89% 70% 
(~7) (36) 
84. 
The table on the preceding page cannot be considered valid 
for according to the figures there are more people in the experi-
mental group giving a second answer than there are people gLV~ng 
a first answer. In order to give a second answer, a first answer 
had to be put down. 
Q..l2. READ THROUGH THE P'OLLOWING LIST CAREFULLY AND MARK THOSE WORDS WHICH 
YOU THINK THE BOY SCOUTS ARE LIKE. (Mark as many as apply.) 
Friendly Successful Dull 
Strange Warm Healthy 
Average Bad Useful 
Important Kind Obedient 
Serious Brave Active 
Cold Silly Happy 
Wonderful Pleasant Wasteful 
Up-to-Date Loud Rough 
}fl.i li tary Exciting Old-Fashioned 
Ordinary Loyal Honest 
Clean Polite Diff'icul t 
Religious Hard Interesting 
Boring Sissified Fun 
The total number of positive words both before and after 
were added and the figure divided by N in each group to obtain 
the average number of positive word~ chosen in each of' the 
four groups (Control Sco,1t, Control Non-Scout, Experimental Scout, 
Experimental Non-Scout). both before and after. 
SCOUT NON-SCOUT SCOUT NON-SCOUT 
CONTROL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL EXPERIHENTAL 
BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER 
TOTAL WORDS ~ ~ ~ 428 421 411 ~ ~ "N" 37 38 38 
AVERAGE 11.9 1;.; 10.4 11.6 11.1 10.8 10.4 10.7 
EFFECTIVENESS 19% 16% 3% 4% INDEX 
The effectiveness index is arrived at by using the formula P2--P1 1 
T-P1 
"T" in this case is eighteen (18). P2 and P1 are the averages found in the 
table (P2 =AFTER, P1 = BEFORE). 
The same steps are taken for the ten negative words to give the 
following table. 
TOTAL WORDS 
nNH 
AVERAGE 
EFFECTIVENESS 
INDEX 
SCOUT NON-SCOUT SCOUT NON-SCOUT 
CONTROL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL EXPERII-iENTAL 
BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER 
22 
44 
27 ]j4 
0.6 0.6 0.8 
21 
~ 
1.0 1.0 
4% 
· -1since this technique could not be applied in the text. (as dis-
cussed in Chapter III, HYpothesis III), the full details are not in-
cluded here. See Explorer section, Chapter IV, Hypothesis III and 
Appendix B. Question 12 for further enumeration. 
86. 
In finding the actual shift in opinion for Non-Scouts and Scouts 
the neg&Vive and positive effectiveness indexes have to be combined. 
The control figure is then subtracted from the experimental figure in 
each case. 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 
INDEXES COMBINED 
SCOUT 
CONTROL 
15% 
DIFFERENCE: SCOUTS = -19% 
NON-SCOUT 
CONTROL 
14% 
SCOUT NON-SCOUT 
EXPERIMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL 
1% 
NON-SCOUTS = ·15% 
The following table shows the actual percentages of the choice 
of words in each of the four categories, both before ~~d after. Be-
cause of the wide difference between the control and experimental 
groups in their before choices, little reliability can be placed on 
a comparison of the ~scores of control and experimental sub-groups. 
Any conclusions must be based on these raw data. 
NON-SCOUTS SCOUTS 
CONTROL EXPERIM~TAL EXPERIMENTAL 
BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFl'ER BEFORE AFTER 
WORD 7 6 8 
Friendly 891a 93" 7 ;o 
Strange 3% 11% 4% 4% 8% 
Average 46% 58% 29% 40% 45% 
Important 49% 52% 57% 62% 62% 
Serious 43% 48% 34% 36% 35% 
Cold 5% 6% 2% 2% 7% 
Wonderful 40% 51% 53% 62% 47% 
Up-to-Date 62% 63% 72% 77% 60% 
Military 6o% 36% 43% 50% 4o% 
Ordinary 14% 33% 10% 19% 32% 
Olean 74% 81% 84% 84% 76% 
Religious 57% 48% 61;~ 66% 50% 
Boring 5% 17% O% 9% 14% 
87. 
NON-SCOUTS SCOUTS 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
WORD BEFORE AFfER BEFORE AFI'ER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AF!'ER 
Successful 62% 05% 47% ~ 66% -=tO% 52% 46% 
Warm 27% 29% 14% 30% 21~~ 36% 21~ 24% 
Bad 3% 5% 6% 9% 9% 4% 5% 10% 
Kind 62% 70% 65% 70% 85% 85% 58% 63% 
Brave 54% 6o% 64% 70% 85% 85% 69% 61% 
Silly 8% 13% 12% 14% 9% 9% 13% 19% 
Pleasant 54% 68% 50% 56% 64% 64% 6o% 58% 
Loud 10% 16% 17% 22:% 10% 7% 8% 13% 
Exciting 44% 60% 56% 50% 53% 71% 52% 58% 
Loyal 65% 54% 64% 56% 66% 70-:fo 66% 6o% 
Polite 65% 68% 55% 53% 63% 77% 63% 63% 
Hard 3% 8% 3% 14% 7% 11% 6% 16% 
Sissified 10% 10% 11% 16% 7% 10% 11% 22% 
Dull 8% 8% 12% 14% O% 7'1[ ll% 22% ;o 
Healthy 76% 76% 56% 64% 71% 82% 74% 61% 
Useful 6o% 68% 53% 59% 52% 66% 66% 63% 
Obedient 51% 54% 34% 42% 66% 77% 61% 64% 
Active 71% 65% 55% 55% 63% 75% 64% 66% 
Happy 68% T~% 61% 74% 70% 75% 63% 61% 
Wasteful 5% 8% 9% 14% 7% 2% 5% 16% 
Rough 13% 24% 17% 23% 32% 32% 27% 37% 
Old-Fashioned 8% 3% 14% ll% O% 9% 3% 8% 
Honest 68% 62% 64% 59% 69% 82%·. 76% 66% 
Difficult 10% 5% 6% 14% 2% 5% 8% 6% 
Interesting 6o% 73% 61% 59% 69% 71% 53% 66% 
Fun 67% 84% 67% 67% 80% 91% . 71% 69% 
Q.l). LIST SOHE OF THE THINGS BOYS DO AT A BOY SCOUT SUMt.fER CAMP. 
NON-SCOUT SCOUT 
ACTIVITIES CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
Swimming 48%•• 67% 65% 90% 
Hiking 32% 32% 40% 57% 
Camping 27% 46% 30% 43% 
Baseball 24% 5% * • 
Fishing 13% 27% 46% 26% 
Boating 11% 19% 40% 32% 
Hunting 3% 13% * • 
Arts and Crafts 5% 16% 11% 16% 
Cooking * "' 7:lfo 24% 
Archery * • 11% 8% 
Tests • * 11% 16% 
Fun ... * ~ 19% 
(BASE) (37) (36) (44) (3d) 
*Within a range of 0-8% with little or no change. Also mentioned 
in both groups are: games, skills, play, sports, nature, shooting, 
horseback riding, work, singing, and trips. 
**Percentages add up to more than 100 due to multiple answers. 
Q..l4. IF A FRIEND ASKED YOU, "HOW DO YOU JOIN THE BOY SCOUTS?", )'IHAT 
WOULD YOU TELL HIM? 
NON-SCOUTS SCOUTS 
Hmf TO JOIN CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERIME:NTAL 
Go to a Meeting 13%* 22% 50d ;0 53% 
See the Leader 
(Adult) 13% 6% 25% 5% 
Find a Council 3% 6% 2% 3% 
Pass Tests O% 3% 2% O% 
Make Application 3% O% 2% 5% 
Ask a Friend 8% 8% O% 13% 
Don 1 t Join 3% 3% O% O% 
Other 3% 3% 5% 8~ 
Don 1t Know 54% 50% 14% 13% (BASE) (37) (36) (44) (37) 
*Percentages add up to more than 100 due to multiple answers 
in some cases • 
88. 
Q..lO. (After Test Only) HAVE YOU LEARNED ANYTHING RECENTLY ABOUT THE 
BOY SCOUTS? 
(Checklist containing: YES, yes, no, NO.) If "YES" or "yes", 
i'IHERE DID YOU LEARN IT? WHAT DID YOU LEARN? 
EXPERIHENTAL GROUP ONLY 
ANS\'iERS 
Remembered Seeing the Film 
Learned Something Else 
Learned Nothing 
(BASE) 
SCOUT 
o% 
74% 
26% 
(36) 
NON-SCOUT 
8% 
33% 
58% 
(44) 
Q..l2. (After Test Only) NAME A FElli BOY SCOUT MERIT BADGES. 
NUMBER OF NON-SCOUTS SCOUTS 
CORRECT BADGES CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
None 78% 55% 23% 16% 
One or More 5% 17% 30% 53% (Mentioned in ~lm) 
Other Badges 16% 28% 4d% 31% 
(Not in film) 
(BASE) (37) (36) (44) (38) 
Q.l4. (After Test Only) HOW OLD DO YOU a~VE TO BE TO JOIN THE BOY 
SCOUT8,(NOT THE CUB SCOUTS)? 
AGE GIVEN 
FOR JOINING 
Ten 
Eleven 
Twelve 
Thirteen 
Other 
Don't Know 
(BASE) 
NON-SCOUTS SCOUTS 
CONTROL 
5% 
64% 
18% 
2% 
O% 
5% (44) 
EXPE~HMENTAL 
5% 
61% 
16% 
O% 
10% 
8% 
(;id) 
All cross tabulations are given in full in the statistical analysis, 
see Chapter III. 
APPENDIX B. 
EXPLORER DATA 
IN QUESTIONNAIRE ORDER 
APPENDIX B. 
EXPLORER FILM--SUPPLID~ENTARY DATA 
Q..l • HERE ARE JUST A FEil EXAPMLES OF YOUTH GROUPS. MARK THOSE YOU 
BELONG TO NOW. 
(Checklist containing: Boy 1 s Clubs of America, Boy Scouts of 
America, Catholic Youth Organization, 4-H Clubs of America, 
Little League, Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), Young 
Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA), and Other __ .) 
#of Clubs 
None 
One 
Two 
(BASE) 
CONTROL 
51% 
.?2% 
16% (45) 
Q,.2. CIRCLE THE NAMES OF THOSE YOU USED TO BELONG TO. 
:fi. of Clubs CONTROL 
None 62% 
One .?8% 
Two 
(BASE) (45) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
.?2% 
5.?% 
. 15% 
(40) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
71% 
29fo 
(40) 
Q,.,?. DURING THE PAST I-!ONTH, HAVE YOU GIVEN SOiv!E THOUGHT TO JOINING. 
A YOUTH GROUP? 
(Checklist containing: YES,yes, no, NO) 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
91. 
ANSWERS 
YES 
BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER 
NO 
(BASE) 
TENDENCY 
Toward Joining 
Away From Joining 
Remain the Same 
(BASE) 
42% 42% 
58% 58% (47) (47) 
CONTROL 
22% 
20% 
58% (47} 
50% 45% 
50% 55% (40) (40) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
15% 
28% 
58% (40) 
Q,.4. WHICH ONE WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN? (See Question #1.) 
SHIFI' IN ANS\riERS 
BSA--BSA 
Non-Club--Non-Club 
Non-BSA--Non-BSA 
Non-Club--Non-BSA 
Non-Club--BSA. 
Non-BSA--Non-Club 
BSA--Non-Club 
BSA--Non-BSA 
Non-BSA--BSA 
(BASE) 
Remaining the Same 
Joining Some Club 
Not Joining Any Club 
(BASE) 
CO:NTROL 
35% 
28% 
20% 
7% 
2% 
O% 
O% 
4% 
4% 
(47) 
83% 
17% 
O% (47) 
SUMMARY 
EXPERU!ENTAL 
12% 
32% 
20% 
(40) 
64% 
32% 
4% 
(40) 
92. 
Q..5. DO YOU FEEL YOU KNOW Q.UITE A BIT ABOUT THE EXPLORERS? 
Q..6. 
ANSWERS 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
(BASE) 
WHY DO YOU SAY THAT? 
CATEOORY 
Scout Experience 
Media 
Not in Scouting 
Friends 
General Experience 
Not Interested 
Just Know 
No Answer 
(BASE) 
*Percentages do not 
some cases. 
CONTROL· 
BEFORE 
11% 
46% 
32% 
11% 
(47) 
AFTER 
"4% 
36% 
43% 
17% (47) 
(See Q.uestion #5) 
CONTROL 
19%* 
6% 
23% 
13% 
15% 
13% 
2% 
15% 
EXPERIHENTAL 
BEFORE AFTER 
13% 20% 
36% 35% 
31% 35% 
20% 10~ 
(40) (40) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
32% 
22% 
1:?% 
5% 
13% 
10% 
O% 
13% 
(40) (47) 
add up to 100 pecause of multiple answers in 
Q.. 7. WHERE DID YOU GET YOUR INFORMATION ABOUT THE EXPLORERS? 
Q.. 8. 
(Mark as many as apply.) 
Checklist containing: 
(4) From close friends who were (are) Explorers. 
(3) From brothers who were (are) Explorers. 
(2) I read "Boys' Life" magazine regularly. 
(2) I have an Explorer manual. 
(1) T.V., Newspapers, Magazines. 
Other • 
Each individual's Scouting Knowledge score was gained by 
adding the values (in parentheses above) checked off by each 
respondent. Averages were taken for each sub-group studied. 
AVERAGE SCORE 
CONTROL 
40 
EXPERHmNTAL 
50 
IN EVERY YOUTH GROUP THERE ARE SOME GOOD TEINGS AND SOi,1E BAD 
THINGS. NAME SOME OF THE GOOD THINGS ABOUT THE EXPLORERS. 
F I R S T C H 0 I C E 
ANSWERS CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 
Camping 23% 30% 
Outdoors 15% 18% 
Games-Skills 13% 5% 
Kids 11% 23% 
Good (General) 11% 10% 
Good Turn 4% 5% 
Other O% 3% 
Nothing 23% 5% 
(BASE) (47) (40) 
S E C 0 N D C H 0 I C E 
Good (General ) 15% 18% 
Kids 13% 7% 
Outdoors . 11% 18% 
Skills-Games 9% 10% 
Good Turn 6% 2% 
Camping 4% O% 
Other 2% 5% 
Nothing 40% 40% 
(BASE) (47) ( 40) 
Q,.9. N01.1/ NAME SOME OF THE BAD THINGS ABOUT THE EXPLORERS. 
ANSWERS 
Kids 
Tests 
Dangerous 
Don 1t Like 
Leaders (Adult) 
Camping 
Not as Good Portrayed 
Meetings 
Other 
Don't Know (Nothing) 
(BASE) 
CONTROL 
9% 
6% 
6% 
6% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
O% 
9% 
57% 
(47) 
Q.lO. WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN THE EXPLORERS? 
ANSWERS 
Yes 
No 
TENDENCY 
Toward Joining 
Away from Joining 
Remained the Same 
CONTROL 
BEFORE AFTER 
5)% 47% 
47% 5)% 
CONTROL 
7% 
10% 
8)% 
EXPERUfENTAL 
8% 
6% 
5% 
5% 
O% 
O% 
5% 8% 
8% 
55% (40) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
BEFORE AFTER 
44% 58% 
56% 62% 
EXPERIHENTAL 
15% 
29% 
59% 
94. 
Q..ll. NAME A COUPLE OF REASONS WHY YOU FEEL THAT WAY. (See Question 10.) 
REASONS FOR NOT JOINING 
FIRST ANS'if/ER 
ANSWERS 
No Time 
Not Interested 
Don't Like Camping 
Poor Program 
Other 
No Answer 
(BASE) 
CONTROL )0% 
15% 
2% 
O% 
4% 
49% 
(47) 
SECOND ANSWER 
Not Interested 
Poor Program 
Forced to do Things 
Other 
No Answer 
(BASE) 
11% 
4% 
O% 
2% 
8)% 
(47) 
(After Only) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
48% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
O% 
40% 
(40) 
10% 
O% 
2% 
5% 
84% 
(40) 
95· 
Question 11 continued, Reasons ~ Joining: 
F I R S T A. N S W E R 
ANSVI'ERS CONTROL EXPERHiENTAL 
Good Program 11% 3% 
FUn 9% 15% 
New Skills 9% 10% 
\1as A Scout 4% 5% 
Camping 2% 3% 
Outdoors 2% 3% 
Media 2% O% 
Other 6% 5% 
No Answer 55% 57% (BASE) (47) (40) 
S E C 0 N D ANSWER 
Exciting 6% 7% 
FUn 6% 5% 
Outdoors 4% 07~ 
New Skills 2% O% 
Friends 2% 3% 
Camping 0% 5% 
Other 2% O% 
No Answer 77% 80% 
(BASE) (47) (40) 
A.l2. READ THROUGH THE FOLLOWING LIST CAREFULLY Al'W MARK THOSE WORDS 
WHICH DESCRIBE WHAT YOU THINK THE EXPLORERS ARE LIKE. (Mark 
as many as apply.) 
Friendly Clean Loud Active 
Strange Religious Exciting Social 
Average Boring Loyal Wasteful 
Important Successful Polite Rough 
Serious ~'farm Hard Old-Fashioned 
Cold Bad Sissified Honest 
Wonderful Kind Dull Di ff'i cult 
Up-To-Date Brave Healthy Interesting 
Dangerous !.fili tary Useful FUn 
Ordinary Pleasant Obedient 
96. 
Below are the figures for the effectiveness index discussed 
in Appendix A. under Chapter IV,.Hypothesis III, pages 57 and 58. 
TOTAL WORDS 
N 
AVERAGE 
P 0 S I T I V E W 0 R D S 
CONTROL 
BEFORE AFI' ER 
468 497 
45 45 
10.4 11.0 
EFFECT I VENESS INDEX 8% 
TOTAL \'lORDS 
N 
AVERAGE 
Effectiveness Index = P2 ..... P1 
18- pl 
N E G A T I V E W 0 R D S 
CONTROL 
BEFORE AFI'ER 
11 ---w---
45 45 
0.24 0.42 
EFFECTIVENESS INDEX l% 
Effectiveness Index = P2 -- P1 
10- pl 
POSITIVE AND l\TEGATIVE 
COMBINED 
CONTROL 
7% 
EXPERili.J:ENTAL 
BEFORE AFTER 
2§Q 444 
40 To 
11.1 
19% 
EXPERIMENTAL 
BEFORE AFI'ER 
14 ?5 
40 40 
0-35 0.6) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
16% 
DIFFERENCE 9% INCREASE 
The following table shows the percentages for control and ex-
perimental groups for each word on the word list (in the order they 
appeared on the questionnaire), as well as the difference between the 
two scores. These figures are not the actual percentages, but per-
centages adjusted for the slight difference between the before control 
and before experimental groups. 
The method used was to determine the difference between before 
and after control groups; take the difference between before and after 
97· 
experimental groups; find the actual difference between the above two 
figures and consider this to be the difference between experimental 
and control after scores. The actual after experimental score was 
used, and the new "difference figure" was used to ~ind the adjusted 
control after score. 
WORD CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENCE 
];i"ri endl y 85% 85% --2% 
Strange 11% o~1a -11% 
Average 2?% 57% 14% 
Important 51% 57% - 6% 
Serious 42% 42% o% 
Cold 7% 5% - 4% 
Wonderful 54% 23% -11% 
Up-To-Date 65% 72% .'1% 
Dangerous 6% 5% - 1% 
Ordinary 28% 23% 
- 5% 
Clean 47% 57% 10% 
Religious 55% 57% 2% 
Boring 9% 12% ?% 
Successful 61% 67% 6% 
Warm 26% 23% 
- 3% 
Bad 2% O% 
- 2% 
Kind 56% 52% - 4% 
Brave 50% 45% 
- 5% 
Military 49% 40% 
-9% 
Pleasant 45% 62% 17% 
Loud 10% 8% 
-2% 
Exciting 51% 72% 21% 
Loyal 66% 62% - 4% 
Polite 42% 55% 13% 
Hard 5% 8% 3% 
Sissified 7% 5% - 2% 
Dull 7% 11% 4% 
Healthy 71% 72% 1% 
Useful 62% 70% 8% 
Obedient 43% 55% 12% 
Active 70% 87% 17% 
Social 59% 62% 3% 
Wasteful 2% 10% 8% 
Rough 17% 15% 
-2% 
Old-Fashioned 0% 5% 5% 
Honest 64% 67% 3% 
Difficult 7% 8% 1% 
Interesting 70% 80% 10% 
Fun 76% 77% 1% 
Difference figures without minus signs are positive increases. 
98. 
Q.13. ·LIST SOME OF THE SPECIALIZED INTERESTS OF EXPLORER GROUPS. 
CONTROL EXPERHfEi'!"TAL 
NUMBER OF r4ENTIONS BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER 
None 66% 68% 55% 22% 
One 9% 4% 21% 10% 
Two 11% 17% 8% 25% 
Three 6% 9% 15% 18% 
Four 9% 2% O% 25% (BASE) (47) (47) (40) (40) 
Q.l4. IF A FRIEND ASKED YOU, "HOW DO YOU JOIN THE EXPLORERS?", triHAT 
WOULD YOU TELL HIM? 
F I R S T ANSWER 
HOW TO JOIN CONTROL EXPERUIENTAL 
Go to a Boy Scout Meeting 13% 8% 
Go to Explorer Meeting 13% 40% 
Ask a Friend 15% 10% 
Talk to Boy Scout Leader 9% O% 
Talk to Explorer Leader 4% O% 
Local Council 4% 3% 
Other 2% 3% 
Don't Know 40% 37% 
(BASE) (47) (40) 
S E C 0 N D ANSWER 
Talk to Boy Scout Leader 2% 2% 
Talk to Explorer Leader 2% 5% 
Local Council 2% 2% 
Ask a Friend 2% 8% 
Go to Explorer Meeting 2% 2% 
Application O% 2% 
Other 2% 10% 
Don 1t Know (No Answer) 87% 68% 
(BASE) (47) (40) 
Q. 7. (After Test Only) HAVE YOU LEARNED ANYTHING ABOUT THE EXPLORERS 
RECENTLY THAT YOU DIDN'T KNOW BEFORE? 
(Checklist containing: YES, yes, no, NO.) If 11 YES 11 or 0yes 11 , 
WHAT DID YOU LEARN, WHERE DID YOU LEARN IT? 
ANSWERS 
Learned Nothing 
Learned Something 
Remembered the Film 
(BASE) 
CONTROL 
18% 
82% 
O% 
(47) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
45% 
5% 
50% 
(40) 
Q.12. (After Test Only) DO EXPLORERS HAVE RANKS AND TESTS LIKE THE 
BOY SCOUTS? 
ANSWER 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
In between 
CONTROL 
~5% 
48% 
2% 
2% 
14% 
EXPERII~ENTAL 
45% 
27% 
5% 
5% 
18% 
Q.l~. (After Test Only) HOW OLD DO YOU HAVE TO BE TO JOIN EXPLORERS? 
AGE CONTROL EXPERBfENTAL 
Twelve 2% o% 
Thirteen O% 5% 
Fourteen ~1% 10% 
Fifteen 1~% 27% 
Sixteen 9% O% 
No Answer 45% 18% 
Fourteen and in the ninth 
grade or fifteen O% 25% 
(BASE) (47) (40) 
(All cross tabulations are given in full in the statistical analysis, 
Chapter IV.) 
APPENDIX C. 
QUESTIONNAIRES AND 
DATA COLLECTION MATERIAL 
101. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
Boston University is conducting a research project in which your school 
is participating. 
The instructor will hand out questionnaires for you to fill out in 
order that we might get your opinions on the topic being studied. 
This is not a fact quiz or an I.Q. test, it is simply a questionnaire 
asking for your general impressions on the topic of youth groups. 
You will not be asked to write your name on the questionnaire and the 
information you write will have nothing to do with your school work 
or school grades in any way. 
The instructor will now hand out the questionnaires. You are not 
to open the questionnaires or begin writing until told to do so. 
(Pass out the questionnaires) 
Read the instructions to yourself as the instructor reads them aloud. 
(Read aloud the instructions on the face sheet of an extra questionnaire.) 
Some of you will finish before others. I£ you finish early, you may 
begin other work, but do not talk until all the questionnaires have 
been collected. 
Answer the questions as best you can. You may begin now. 
(Collect all the questionnaires together.) 
Boston University wishes to thank you for your cooperation. The in-
formation you gave will be most helpful. 
102. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE 
Several weeks ago most of you filled out a questionnaire 
for a research project being conducted by Boston University. After 
reading the questionnaires, it was found that some of the information 
necessary for the research project was left out of the questionnaires. 
For this and other reasons the questionnaire was revised. 
We are asking you to fill out a questionnaire again. Some 
of the questions are exactly the same and some are very different. 
Just put down how you feel about the question now. The instructor 
will pass out the questionnaire and as before, you are not to start 
answering the questions until the instructions have been read and 
you are told to begin. 
(Pass out questionnaires and read the instructions on the face sheet 
of an extra questionnaire.) 
Your opinions are very important because the number of people 
filling out this questionnaire is small. If each of you will answer 
every question as best you can, you will be helping Boston University 
in this important study. 
There should be no talking until all the questionnaires are 
collected. You may now begin. 
(Collect questionnaires when everyone is finished.) 
Thank you for your participation in this revised questionnaire. 
June 13, 1961 
Dear Students: 
Opinion Research Company 
Research Park 
Princeton, New Jersey 
Several weeks ago you were asked to fill out two questionnaires 
about Scouting. You were not told at that time that the movie 
some of you saw about Scouting was also part of the study. We 
wanted to see if students like yourself would change your opin-
ions after seeing the movie, or if your opinions changed even 
if you didn't see the movie. 
The reason the film was not mentioned during the research was 
because, if you had known the movie was a part of the study, you 
may have written down just what the movie said about Scouting 
and not what you really felt. 
It is important, however, that you realize that the movie was 
not sponsored by your school, but was being used for part of 
this research study. 
Again, I wish to thank all of you who participated. 
Most sincerely, 
William B. Huckabee 
WBH:cjh 
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··~··· .. ·-..,~...- ..... -· ... ,..,_,....,.,..,,..-l!'":, 
: f .. 
Bucl-;:gro;J>.:·.L; 't<ntd rece~rri, (vitbin tbe past t.hrc· .Year.>) ihere ,.re.l'o.": no t.ilr!'.; 
..,~,....,. ... _ ... __ ¥ ~- .. ---~ .... 
ne;:,s of these films, Tbe i'i lms are produced by 
fe~dback has been devised, 
fu~.:E~ ~ · The purpose of this •rork is to discov·er a ~mct:essful mean:;; pf 
:neasuring the impact of this type of film. The me-::.hc .. d devised should re 
simple enough that non-professionals could execute it in order to have e. 
simple method of receiving feedback in audio-visual materials.. (A supple~ 
:nentary purpose in studying the effect of these fi.l:rns 1<Tou1d be tc1 gain some 
measure of predictability concerning the number of new scout units needed 
in a particular s.reao) 
1'he Films z Two ·)oy-inte:rest films are now in use by the BoSoAu One for Boy 
~
Scout age ("Footsteps of the Pion?ers") and the other for Explorer Scout age 
(''This is Exploring"). ('.Fhat is, elementary .. junior hig..lt and high school.) 
11 Footsteps" is the story of two boys who discover and "join up" 11ith 
a scout t.:roop.. 'l'b.ey tell the story themselves of how they advanced through 
the ronks, their interest in merit badges and their experience at sun:mer campo 
This film is in color and lasts twenty minutes. 
105. 
"Exploring11 is a twenty-seven minute color film of the "Edward R. Murrov -
Person to Person" typeo Explorers specialize in their particular interests and 
these specialties are shown: electronics, camping, sailing, canoeing, etc. Both 
of these films have a light comic touch. 
Scope: For this project, one local council area will be studied. The films 
will be shown in public sc~ools within the Council limits and in cooperat_ion 
with the schools ar.J. tre Scout Council. Each film will be shown to several 
different groupso TP~s will entail a modified before-after research design 
using experimental and control groupso 
General Objectives: 
1. What is the unders~~nding of the scouti~g program? 
2. '\vlla.t is the attitude tow.rd scouting in general (and toward joining 
the BoSoAo)? 
3. What is the conscious reasoning behind these attitudes? 
Statement of the Manageable Portion of the Problem: To measure the reaction 
of boys within one local council area to Scout-interest films pertaining to 
their age level; ascertaining the boy's comprehension difference and opinion-
attitude change toward Scouting when exposed to such a film. 
IIIo EXPERlMEl'l.rAJ .. DEEIGN 
For each film there will be a 11 before" and nafter" questionnaire. The 
before test will measure the knowledge and attitude toward the Scouting program 
prior to seeing the film. This test should be administered about one week be· 
fore the shcnY.ing so that t~e excitement of seeing a film will not introduce a 
(}(\ ~ l.)...)-i.~ 
bias to the testing. The after test would be given ~ei'•*eiy following the 
film ~fk~l:fS~o~~~ ~,~~~~-~, f£,~~~41.fa~~lzy~lcWt~~~ ~(M)) 
•film te '4!ftc ot:hci halt of' the g±oup (cont±ol giOUp). The "group" should be .Of'~ 
made up of two different classes in order to make the testing and showing less 
complicated. (Ia beie V&J'; e11 the chi u, •• ail:i ace , •• rna U' blt!S is desii• 
&Wile. !he C!llih:O:l. SPiiN' nserJ: pp+ see the f1Jm to QQII, ....... illiL(JlJ hOWe~r.'' 
In diagramatic form: 
GOO UPS 
EKPERIMEifrAL 
GROUP l CO:tfrROL 
GOO uP I l 
• 
Time On~ 
"BEFORE'' 
T:F13T 
"BE..~RE" 
I). 'EST 
3. 
106. 
. I 
Time Two ' Time Three 
(one -week later) J (immediately after 
time two) 
"AFTER" 
TEST 
To avoid problems, the schools should be contacted some time before the 
testing and all attempts made to fit into the school's schedule and the individual 
teache~'s lesson plans. 
Groups to be Tested: Sixth throu~ tenth grades. 
Conditions: Any normal class gathering of boys (and girls, if' necessary),. 
They woul~ be informed tbat this experiment bas nothin~ to do with 
their school work. 
rl. PRE!r]ST 
The pretest will involve carrying out the complete de~ign followed 
out to t~ lettt}r on a small !1Jcale ( tvo classes for ea~ f'ilm) o This pro-
cedure will l~ad to the overall improvement of the testing. 
Vo PUBLIC REIATIONS SIGNIFIC~E 
Little b,as been done in the way ot maltiDg availe.bl~ s~dard tools 
which can be used by non-professionals to measure the feed~ck of PUblic 
R~lati~ proc~ures. Today, lllOre and more organizations are ~ing films 1n 
their P.Ril programs. How ef'f'ect~ve t~y are can be Judged Of:lly by the response 
to the film (i.~. the number of p«!!pl' ·who seem to act in the d~sire4 way). 
This methQd of measurement is cr\Jde and bas tvo maJor drawbac~ ~ 1) the results 
do not measure the impact of the film alone, but the sum of aU the f'orces act-
ing on the individual. (speeches tbat tollav, discussion, etc. Other things 
.... 
4. 
107. 
beinz strong, a bad film migh·t appear to be good!) 2) The response doesn't tell 
the 11 'tvhy11 of the action taken. The strong points of the film could be enlarged 
upon by the follo-vr-up, if it were know just what the strong points were. 
In ohort, the goal of the study is the development of a tool that· can 
measure tl10 effectiveness of sound films in Public Relations. The tool needs 
to be simple, valid and reliable. Once perfected, this tool could be adapted 
to more than one type of public relations film. 
B.S.A. 1st Pre-test 
IISTRUCIJOIS 
The questions that follow are askacl ill order to find out 
something about JOUr opiDiona. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, blt do not spend too llllch time on arrt one question. 
Most of the questiona haTe several answers suggested. You are 
to mark an X ill the box next to the 8.D8wer that is the most Uke your 
opinion. Solllet:l.aea you v11l baTe to write in 11011e words or a sentence 
to answer the question. Some questions vill look like thisa 
Do you like to tp camping? i ) YES ) 7eS 
)no 
)10 
108. 
It you obooae the b1g .m, it means ;you like camping veey JllUCh. 
If you choOse the 11 ttle zg, 1 t means JOU like camping a little. 
It you choose the little JQ., it aeana you don•t like camping. 
If you choose the big JQ, it aeans you really dislike camping. 
BSA 1st Pre-test 
-1-
Here are just a few examples of ioutb groups. You ma7 know of several others. 
Bo7U 8 Clubs or America 
Bo7 Scouts of America 
Catholic Youth Organization 
4-11 Clubs ot America 
Future Famers ot America 
Youag !len' a Hebrew Association (IMHA) 
Iouns !len' 8 Christian Association (lMCA) 
Yov.th Fellowahip (church group) 
1. Dmi.ng the past ;rear, have JOU gl.ven some thought to joining a 70uth group? 
(lot just those mentioned above.) 
2o Suppose )'011 didn 8 t balorlg to BJ17 )TOUth gl'OUP• What one would )'OU like to 
join? 
!Dl mz. !!A!I AISWJ:RED mm aursriO•s. JO. m :m m lm..lAQl 
m 12t :mAlWil m Im. ua •w• 
BSA 1st Pre-test 
-2-
llO. 
THE QUESTIONS THAT fOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE 'OOY SCOUTS (NOT THE CUBS OR EXPLORERS) 
.3. Which statement best describes what you kllow about the Boy Scouts? 
( ) I lalov a lot about the Boy Scouts. 
( ) I mow a fair amount about the Boy Scouts. 
( ) I know a littl.e bit about the Boy Scouts. 
( ) I know practical.ly nothing about the Boy Scouts. 
4o What is your general feeling about the Boy Scouts? 
( ) It is a vert good organization. 
( ) It is a good orgaDiza.tion. 
( ) It is an inbetween organisation. 
( ) It is a poor org&Disation. 
( ) It is a ver,y poor organiaation. 
5. Read through the tolloving list and mark those statements (whether good or 
bad) vhioh fit your description of the Boy Scouts. Mark as •&D1' as apply. 
( ) Helps a boy make friends. 
( ) Lots of run tor a boy. 
( ) Hal.ps a bo)' grow up. 
( ) Those vho join are leaders among their friends. 
( ) Do JD8D1' diffe~t and exciting thillge. 
( ) Have good leaders. 
( ) Spend too JllUCh time t)'ing knots and passing tests. 
( ) Do aaDy things out-of-doors. 
( ) Teaches a boy J18D1 useful things. 
( ) Collect dues and fool around at meetings. 
( ) Do just one or two exciting things a year. 
( ) They p1q games that are flm. 
( ) They are known as good campers. 
( ) Too IIUch like a militar,v' organization. 
( ) Helps boys leam about tuture occupations. 
( ) Makes a boy more popular in school. 
-.3-
BSA lst Pre-test 
6. Where did you get your information about the Boy Scouts? 
(Mark as many a.s apply.) 
( ) From friends who were Boy Scouts. 
( ) From brothers who were Boy Scouts. 
( ) From a parent or relative who was a Boy Scout. 
( ) I read Boy1 s Life magazine regularly. 
( ) I aa a Boy Scout 
( ) I saw a aovie about the Boy Scouts. 
( ) Other 
(specify) 
7. Have you leamed anything about the Boy Soouts recently that you didn • t 
know before? 
8. If YES (or yes), what was it? 
( ) ( J ~ ) 
YES 
yes 
DO 
110 
(Answer Quationa 9 8lld 10 ODl7 if 101:L are .es1 J!2X A Boy §cout> 
9. Would you like to Join the Boy Scouts? 
10. Why do you feel that wq? 
11. lame a few Boy Scout merit badges. 
( ) I can't name any. 
111. 
( ) I didn o t know Boy Scouts had 
merit badges. 
-4= 112. 
BSA 1st Pre-test 
12o List some of the things boys do at the Boy Scout summer camp. 
( ) I canot name any. 
( ) I didnDt know Boy Scouts had a 
summer camp. 
13. How old 4o ·70\1 have to be to join the BoT Scouts (not the Cub Scouts)? 
( ) 8 years old 
( ) 9 years old 
( ) 10 years old 
( ) U ,-ears old 
l4o If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Boy Scouts?•, 'What would you 
tell hi.Bl? 
15o lame 18. School 
16. Age ~ ! 10 ,-ears or UDder 19. Sex ( ) male ( ) female 11- 12 years ~ 13- 14 ,..are 20. Grade in School ( ~ 5th 15 or over ( 6th ( ) 7th 
( ) 8th 
17. Were you ever a Cub Scout? 
Explorer lst Pre-test 
/ 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The questions that follow a.re asked in order to find out some-
thing about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions are multiple-choice. Mark an •x• in the 
box next to the answer that most closely reflects your opiniono 
Some questions will look like thisa 
Do you like to go camping? YES 
Y'eS 
no 
10 
If you choose the big m, it means you like camping very web~ 
If you choose the little Z!J!, it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little .DQ., it means you don•·~ like camping. 
If you choose the big 12, it means you really dislike camt):lng .. 
n;. 
Explorer 1st Pre-test 114. 
lo Here are just a few examples of youti:l groups. Mark those you belong to now. 
( ) BoyV s Clubs of America ( ) Future Farmers of America 
( ) Boy Scouts of America ( ) Young Mens s Hebrew J~ssociation (YMHA) 
( ) Catholic Youth Organization ( ) Young Menas ChristiEm Association (YMCA) 
( ) 4-H Clubs of America ( ) Other (&e) 
2. Circle the names of those you J!!!Sl to belong to. 
3. During the past year, have you given some thought to joining a youth group'? 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
4o Suppose you didn9t belong to any youth group. Which one would you like to 
join? 
!!!!!!. .!Q[ ,W! ANSWERED TH~E 9IJFSriONS, ,gQ. .Ql! 19. DJ! !im, .EM!! 
RQ. !iQ'l. IY.mi ~ l'.Q.l!!l§. ~ AGAU! 
Explorer lst Pre-test 
THE QUES~~IONS THAT FOLLO\oT ARE ABOUT THE EXPLORER SCOUTS {NOT THE CUBS OR OOY SCOUTS)., 
115. 
5c Do you feGl you know qtdte a bit about the Explorers? 
6.. Why do you say that? 
( ) ( ) 
~ ~ 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
7. What is your general feeling about the Explorers, is it a good organization? 
8.. Why' do you say that? 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
9., Where did you get your information about the Explorer Scouts? 
(Mark as many as apply.) 
( ) From friends who were (are) Explorer Scouts .. 
( ) From brothers who were (are) Explorer Scouts. 
( ) I read •Boy' s Life• magazine regularly. 
( ) I have an Explorer Scout manual. 
1( ) I saw a movie about the Explorer Scouts. 
( ) Other ______ ,.......--.:------· 
Cname) 
Explorer lst Pre-test 
10. Have you learned anything about the Explorer Scouts recently that you 
didn u t know before? 
ll. It YES (or ;yes), what was it? 
116. 
(Answer questions 12 and 13 only 1£ you are no~ .!!Qlt.!!!. Exlzlorer Scout.) 
l2o Would you like to Join the Explorers? 
l)o Why do ;you teel that waJ? 
YES 
yes 
no 
!10 
Explorer lst Pre-test 
14.. Haad throug.lt t.ha fo.J_lowing 11st and mark th(>S~l statement::: wi1ich fit your 
description of the ~lorer Scouts. Mark as many as apply~ 117. 
( ) Helps a boy make friends. 
( .• L':..t.s of fun for a boy. l 
f ~ ) Helps a boy grow up., 
( ) Those who are leaders among their friends join~ 
f ) Do ·many different and uciting things., \. 
( ) HaYe good adult leaders. 
( ) Spend too mu.ch time tying knots and pa.ssing testa. 
( ) Do many things out-of-doorao 
( ) Teaches a boy many usetal thingao 
( ) Collect dues and fool around at meetings. 
( ) Do just one or two exciting things a yeare 
( ) Have many social events. 
( ) They are know as good campers. 
( ) Too much like a military organisation., 
( ) Helps boys learn about future occupations., 
( ) Makes a boy more popular in school. 
( ) Is a very service minded groupe 
15... Do Explorer Scouts have ranks and test::s like the Boy ScoutsT 
YES 
yets 
no 
liO 
l6co How old do you have to be to join the Explorer Scouts? 
Explorer 1st Pre-test 
l7o List same of the specialized interests of Explorer Scout groups. 
lld. 
-
...... 
( ) I canGt think of any. 
( ) I didnOt know Explorer groupe 
specialized. 
18., If a friend asked you, 11How do you join the Explorer Scouts?•, what would 
you tell him? 
19. What would you like to know about the Explorer Scouts that you don't already 
know? 
20. 
2lo 
22 .. 
2.3o 
24o 
ROlle 
Age ( ) 14 7aars or under 
( ) 15 - 16 y-ears ( ) 17- 18 years 
( ) 19 or over 
School 
Grade: ( ) 9th 
~ ) lOth ) 11th ( ) 12th 
Mark those that apply to you. 
( ) I used to be a CUb Scout. 
( ) I used to be a Boy Scout 
( ) I am a Boy Scout. 
( ) I used to be an Explorer Scout. 
( ) I am an Explorer Scout. 
BSA 2nd Pre-test 
Before 
I N S T R U C T I 0 N S 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out 
something about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions have several answers suggested. You are 
to make an X in the box next to the answer that is the most like your 
opinion. Sometimes you will have to write in some words or a sentence 
to answer the question. Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
If you choose the big YES, it means you like camping very much. 
If you choose the little ~' it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little g£, it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big NO, it means you really dislike camping. 
- 1 -
BSA 2nd Pre-test 
Before 120. 
1. Here are just a few examples of youth groups. Mark those you belong to now. 
( ) Boys' Clubs of America ( ) Little League 
( ) Boy Scouts of America ( ) Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
( ) Catholic Youth Organization ( ) Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) 
( ) 4-H Clubs of America ( ) Other 
(Name) 
2. Circle the names of those you used to belong to. 
3· During the past month, have you given some thought to joining a youth group? 
( ) 
( ) 
~ ~ 
4. Suppose you didn't belong to any youth group. 
join? 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
Which one would you like to 
WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS, GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
D_O N_O_T TURN __ BA_CK_ T_O THI __ S P_'A_G_E A...;..G=AI=N 
BSA 2nd Pre-test 
- 2 -
Before 
121. 
THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS (NOT ABOUT THE CUBS OR EXPLORERS) 
5. Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Boy Scouts? 
6. Why do you say that? 
( ) 
( ) 
~ ~ 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
7. What is your general feeling about the Boy Scouts, is it a very good organization? 
8. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
~ ~ ~~ 
9· Where did you get your information about the Boy Scouts? 
(Mark as many as apply.) 
( ) From friends who were (are) Boy Scouts. 
( ) From brothers who were (are) Boy Scouts. 
( ) I read "Boys' Life" magazine. 
( ) I have a Boy Scout handbook. 
( ) Other 
---------------------------------------
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
--------- --------------
BSA 2nd Pre-test 
Before 
- 3 -
(Answer Questions 10 and 11 only if you are not~~ Boy Scout.) 
122. 
10. Would you like to join the Boy Scouts? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
11. Why do you feel that way? ----------------------
12. Read through the following list carefully and mark those words which you think 
the Boy Scouts are like. Mark as many as apply. 
( ) FRIENDLY ( ) SUCCESSFUL ( ) DULL 
( ) STRANGE ( ) WARM ( ) HEALTHY 
( ) AVERAGE ( ) BAD ( ) USEFUL 
( ) Th1PORT.A.NT ( ) KIND ( ) OBEDIENT 
( ) SERIOUS ( ) BRAVE ( ) ACTIVE 
( ) COLD ( ) SILLY ( ) HAPPY 
( ) WONDERFUL ( ) PLEAS.A.NT ( ) WASTEFUL 
( ) UP-TO-DATE ( ) LOUD ( ) ROUGH 
( ) DANGEROUS ( ) EXCITING ( ) OLD-FASHIONED 
( ) ORDINARY ( ) LOYAL ( ) HONEST 
( ) CLEAN ( ) POLITE ( ) DIFFICULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( ) HARD ( ) INTERESTING 
( ) BORING ( ) SISSIFIED ( ) FUN 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN. 
-------- ------------
- 4 -BSA 2nd Pre-test 
Before 
13. List some of the things boys do at a Boy Scout summer camp. 
( ) I can't name any. 
( ) I didn't know Boy Scouts had a summer camp. 
14. If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Boy Scouts?", what would you tell him? 
***X X X X X X )( X lE X*********** 
15. Your school 
--------------------------------------
16. Homeroom Number _______________ _ 
17. Date of Birth: month ___ day ___ year 
18. Check those statements below which apply to you. 
( ) I used to be a Cub Scout. 
( ) I used to be a Boy Scout. 
( ) I am a Boy Scout. 
( ) None of the above. 
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED. 
GC-330-41 
BSA 2nd Pre-test After 
I N S T R U C T I 0 N S 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out 
something about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
MOst of the questions have several answers suggested. You are 
to mark an X in the box next to the answer that is the most like your 
opinion. Sometimes you will have to write in some words or a sentence 
to answer the question. Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
124. 
If you choose the big YES, it means you like camping very much. 
If you choose the little yes, it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little no, it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big No,-rt means you really dislike camping. 
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE TO START ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS UNTIL YOU~ TOLD TO DO SO 
- 1 -
BSA 2nd Pre-test After 125. 
Here are just a few examples of youth groups. You may know of others. 
Boys' Clubs of America Little League 
Boy Scouts of America Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
Catholic Youth Organization Young men's Christian Association (YMCA) 
4-H Clubs of America Church Youth Groups 
1. During the past month, have you given some thought to joining a youth group? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
2. Suppose you didn't belong to any youth group. What one would you like to 
join? 
WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS. GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
- 2 -
BSA 2nd Pre-test After 126. 
THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS (NOT ABOUT THE CUBS OR EXPLORERS) 
3· Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Boy Scouts? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
4. Why do you say that? 
5. What is your general feeling about the Boy Scouts, is it a very good organization? 
6. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
- 3 -
BSA 2nd Pre-test After 
7· Have you learned anything about the Boy Scouts recently 
that you didn't know before? 
8. If YES or yes: 
a. Where did you learn it? 
127. 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
------------------------------------------------------------
b . What did you learn? _____________________________________________________________ _ 
(Answer Question 9 and 10 only if you are not ~ ~ Boy Scout) 
9. Would you like to join the Boy Scouts? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
10. Why do you feel that way? ___________________________________________________________ _ 
11. Read through the following list carefully and mark those words which you think 
the Boy Scouts are like. Mark as manl as aEEll· 
( ) FRIENDLY ( ) SUCCESSFUL ( ) DULL 
( ) STRANGE ( ) WARM ( ) HEALTHY 
( ) AVERAGE ( ) BAD ( ) USEFUL 
( ) IMPORTANT ( ) KIND ( ) OBEDIENT 
( ) SERIOUS ( ) BRAVE ( ) ACTIVE 
( ) COLD ( ) SILLY ( ) HAPPY 
( ) WONDERFUL ( ) PLEASANT ( ) WASTEFUL 
( ) UP•TO-DATE ( ) LOUD ( ) ROUGH 
( ) DANGEROUS ( ) EXCITING ( ) OLD-FASHIONED 
( ) ORDINARY ( ) LOYAL ( ) HONEST 
( ) CLEAN ( ) POLITE ( ) DIFFICULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( ) HARD ( ) INTERESTING 
( ) BORING ( ) SISSIFIED ( ) FUN 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN. 
--------- ------------
. . ~ 
- 4 -
BSA 2nd Pre-test Arter 
12. Name a few Boy Sco-.::t merit badges. 
( ) I can't name any. 
( ) I didn't know Boy Scouts had merit badges. 
13. List some of the things boys do at the Boy Scout summer camp. 
I can't name any. 
14. How old do you have to be to join the Boy Scouts (not the Cub Scouts)? 
( ) 8 years old 
( ) 9 years old ( ) 10 years old 
( ) ll years old 
( ) 12 years old 
128. 
15. If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Boy Scouts?", what would you tell him? 
16. What would you like to know about the Boy Scouts that you don't already know? 
**************** 
17. Your school 
---------------------------------------------------------------
18. Home Room Number 
-----------
19. Date of Birth: month 
------
day ------ year ___ _ 
PLEASE CLOSE YOu~ BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED. 
GC-329-41 
Explorer 2nd Pre-test Before 129. 
Tb!~ ql~rt;,t;.on~ [}<J!f fullo·;,\! J.'"" ;l;;,k~ti in O!UI;'{" r.o cy l ~•eeL ;c,,•l'YP' 
~)!ng .sd>;:;'~--~~ )UH<'·· op.;,nions Tbo?.r~ are· r;o rigl)i. P': r•J· g ,n·,\••:• c 
Pli";;tBt'!: he :~oPe~IL., hal. do Til,•!. ;:;p~nd i'or.1 much r,:irne '"'' z~nv <•!·· o•l""·~·H .. , 
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( ) YES 
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( ) I used to ':»e a Cub Scout, 
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( ) I used to ·oa an Explorer .. 
( ) I am an Ex;Jlorer .. 
( ) I am a noy 5cuui.., 
( ) None of the above, 
Explorer 2nd Pre-test After 
I N S T R U C T I 0 N S 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out some-
thing about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions are multiple-choice. Mark an "X" in the 
box next to the answer that most closely reflects your opinion. 
Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
If you choose the big YES, it means you like camping very much, 
If you choose the little yes, it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little no, it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big No,-rt means you really dislike camping. 
1)4. 
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Here are just a few examples of youth groups. You may know of others. 
Boy's Clubs of America Future Farmers of America 
Explorers 
Catholic Youth Organization 
Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) 
4-H Clubs of America Church Youth group 
1. During the past month, have you given some thought to joining a youth group? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
2. Suppose you didn't belong to any youth group. What would you like to join? 
WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS, GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
D_O N_O_T TURN __ BA_CK_ TO_ ~ P_'A_G_E A_G..;..A=I=N. 
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THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE EXPLORERS. 
3· Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Explorers? 
4. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
1)6. 
5· What is your general feeling about the Explorers, is it a very good organization? 
6. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
7. Have you learned anything about the Explorers recently that you didn't 
know before? 
8. If YES or yes: 
a. where did you learn it? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
------------------------------------------------
b. what did you learn? ---------------------------------------------------
DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN. 
-----------
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(Answer questions 9 and 10 only if you are not now~ Explorer.) 
9· Would you like to join the Explorers? 
10. Why do you feel that way? 
( ) YES 
l ) yes ) no ) NO 
11. Read through the following list and mark those words which fit your description 
of the Explorers. Mark ~many ~ ~· 
( ) FRIENDLY ( ) SUCCESSFUL ( ) DULL 
( ) STRANGE ( ) WARM ( ) HEALTHY 
( ) AVERAGE ( ) BAD ( ) USEFUL 
( ) ll1PORTANT ( ) KIND ( ) OBEDIENT 
( ) SERIOUS ( ) BRAVE ( ) ACTIVE 
( ) COLD ( ) MILITARY ( ) SOCIAL 
( ) WONDERFUL ( ) PLEASANT ( ) WASTEFUL 
( ) UP-TO-DATE ( ) LOUD ( ) ROUGH 
( ) DANGEROUS ( ) EXCITING ( ) OLD-FASHIONED 
( ) ORDINARY ( ) LOYAL ( ) HONEST 
( ) CLEAN ( ) POLITE ( ) DIFFICULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( ) HARD ( ) INTERESTING 
( ) BORING ( ) SISSIFIED ( ) FUN 
. -. 
- 4 -
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12. Do Explorers have ranks and tests like the Boy Scouts? 
13. How old do you have to be to join the Explorers? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
14. List some of the specialized interests of Explorer groups. 
( ) I can't think of any. 
15. If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Explorers?", what would you tell him? 
16. What would you like to know about the Explorers that you don't already know? 
X X XX X X XX X*****lElE XXX X X X X XlE*** 
17. Date of birth: month 
---
day __ _ year 
18. School 
19. Homeroom Number 
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED. 
GC-328-41 
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I N S T R U C T I 0 N S 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out 
something about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions have several answers suggested. You are 
to make an X in the box next to the answer that is the most like your 
opinion. Sometimes you will have to write in some words or a sentence 
to answer the question. Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? ( ) 
~ ~ ( ) 
YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
If you choose the big YES, it means you like camping very much. 
If you choose the little ~' it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little ~ it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big NO, it means you really dislike camping. 
- 1 -
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1. Here are just a few examples of youth groups. Mark those you belong to now. 
( ) Boys' Clubs of America ( ) Little League 
( ) Boy Scouts of America ( ) Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
( ) Catholic Youth Organization ( ) Young Men's Christian Association 
( ) 4-H Clubs of America ( ) Other 
(Name) 
2. Circle the names of those you used to belong to. 
3. During the past month, have you given some thought to joining a youth group? 
( ) 
! l 
4. Which one would you like to join? 
YllB 
yes 
no 
NO 
WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS, GO ON TO 'IHE NEXT PAGE 
DO NOT TURN BACK TO Tm:S PAGE AGAIN 
(YMCA) 
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THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE BOY SCOUTS (NOT ABOUT THE CUBS OR EXPLORERS) 
5. Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Boy Scouts? 
6. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
7. Where did you get your information about the Boy Scouts? 
(Mark as many as apply.) 
( ) From close friends who were (are) Boy Scouts. 
( ) From brothers who were (are) Boy Scouts. 
( ) From my father who was a Boy Scout. 
( ) · I read "Boys' Life" magazine regularly. 
( ) I have a Boy Scout handbook. 
( ) T.V., Newspapers, Magazines. 
( ) Other ___________ _ 
8. In every youth group there are some good things and some bad things. 
Name some of the good things about the Boy Scouts. 
9. Now name some of the bad things about the Boy Scouts. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
BSA hnal Before 
(Answer Questions 10 and 11 only if you are not~~ Boy Scout.) 
10. Would you like to join the Boy Scouts? ( ) YES 
! ) yes ) no ) NO 
11. Name a couple of reasons why you feel that way? _____________ _ 
12. Read through the following list carefully and mark those words which you think 
the Boy Scouts are like. Mark as many as apply. 
( ) FRIENDLY ( ) SUCCE3SFUL ( ) DULL 
( ) STRANGE ( ) WARM ( ) HEALTHY 
( ) AVERAGE ( ) BAD ( ) USEFUL 
( ) IMPORTANT ( ) KIND ( ) OBEDIENT 
( ) SERIOUS ( ) BRAVE ( ) ACTIVE 
( ) COLD ( ) SILLY ( ) HAPPY 
( ) WONDERFUL ( ) PLEASANT ( ) WASTEFUL 
( ) UP-TO-DATE ( ) LOUD ( ) ROUGH 
( ) MILITARY ( ) EXCITING ( ) OLD-FASHIONED 
( ) ORDINARY ( ) LOYAL ( ) HONEST 
( ) CLEAN ( ) POLITE ( ) DIFFICULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( ) HARD ( ) INTERESTING 
( ) BORING ( ) SISSIFIED ( ) FUN 
BSA Final Bef'ore 
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13. List same of the things boys do at a Boy Scout summer camp. 
( ) I can't think of any. 
( ) I didn't know Boy Scouts had a summer camp. 
14. If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Boy Scouts?", what would you tell him? 
XMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
15. Your school ___________________________________ __ 
16. Homeroom Number 
------------
17. Date of Birth: month day year 
---- ---
18. Check those statements below which apply to you. 
( ) I used to be a Cub Scout. 
( ) I used to be a Boy Scout. 
( ) I am a Boy Scout. 
( ) None of the above. 
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED. 
BSA Final After 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out 
something about your opinions • There are no right or wrong answers • 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions have several answers suggested. You are 
to mark an X in the box next to the answer that is the most like your 
opinion. Sometimes you will have to write in some words or a sentence 
to answer the question. Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? YES 
yes 
no 
NO 
If you choose the big YES, it means you like camping very much. 
If you choose the little ~~ it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little ~~ it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big ~ it means you really dislike camping. 
REVISED 
144. 
BSA Final After 
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Here are just a few examples of youth groups. You may know of others. 
Boys' Clubs of America 
Boy Scouts of America 
Catholic Youth Organization 
4-H Clubs of America 
Little League 
Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
Young men's Christian Association (YMCA) 
Church Youth Groups 
L During the past month, have you given some thought to joining a 
youth group? 
2. Which one would you like to join? 
) YES 
) yes 
) no 
) NO 
WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS. GO ON TO THE NEKT PAGE 
----------
BSA Final After 
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THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE .AEOUT THE BOY SCOUTS (NOT .AEOUT THE CUBS 
OR EXPLORERS) 
3· Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Boy Scouts? 
4. Why do you say that? 
) YES 
) yes 
) no 
) NO 
146. 
5 • In every youth group there are some good things and some bad things • 
Name some of the good things about the Boy Scouts. 
6. Now name some the bad things about the Boy Scouts. 
DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
- -- -- --- -- -- ='-= 
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7· Read through the following list carefully and mark those words 
which you think the Boy Scouts are like. Mark as man;y: as aJ2El;y:. 
( ) FRIENDLY ( ) SUCCESSFUL ( ) DULL 
( ) STRANGE ( ) WARM ( ) HEALTHY 
( ) AVERAGE ( ) BAD ( ) USEFUL 
( ) JMPORTANT ( ) KIND ( ) OBEDIENT 
( ) SERIOUS ( ) BRAVE ( ) ACTIVE 
( ) COLD ( ) SILLY ( ) HAPPY 
( ) WONDERFUL ( ) PLEASANT ( ) WASTEFUL 
( ) UP-TO-DATE ( ) LOUD ( ) ROUGH 
( ) MILITARY ( ) EXCITING ( ) OLD -FASHIONED 
( ) ORDINARY ( ) LOYAL ( ) HONEST 
( ) CLEAN ( ) POLITE ( ) DIFFICULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( ) HARD ( ) INTERESTING 
( ) BORING ( ) SISSIFIED ( ) FUN 
(Answer Question 8 and 9 only if you are not ~ ~Boy Scout) 
8. Would you like to join the Boy Scouts? ( ) YE3 ( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
9· Why do you feel that way? 
- 4 -
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10. Have you learned anything recently about the Boy Scouts? 
( 
1 
11. I:f YES or yes : 
)YES 
) yes 
) no 
) NO 
a. What did you learn? ___________________________________________________ _ 
b • Where did you learn it :from? 
------------------------------
12. Name a few Boy Scout merit badges • 
( ) I can ' t think o:f any. 
( ) I didn't know Boy Scouts had merit badges. 
13. List some of the things boys do at the Boy Scout summer camp. 
( ) I can't think of any. 
14. How old do you have to be to join the Boy Scouts (not the CUb 
Scouts)? 
15. If a :friend asked you. "How do you join the Boy Scouts?", what 
would you tell him? 
********** 
16. Your school 
---------------------r-
17. Home Room Number _________________ _ 
18. Date of Birth: month _____ day ___ ..Jyear _____ _ 
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BOOKLE.'I' AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED 
GC-329-41 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out some-
thing about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions are multiple-choice. Mark an "X" in the 
box next to the answer that most closely reflects your opinion. 
Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
If you choose the big YES, it means you like camping very much. 
If you choose the little yes, it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little no, it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big No,-rt means you really dislike camping. 
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO 
- -- - -- --- -- -- --- -- -- --
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1. Here are just a few examples of youth groups. Mark those you belong to now. 
( ) Boys' Clubs of America ( ) Future Farmers of America 
( ) Explorers ( ) Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
( ) Catholic Youth Organization ( ) Young Men's Christian Association(YMCA) 
( ) 4-H Clubs of America ( ) Other 
(Name) 
2. Circle the names of those you used to belong to. 
3. During the past month, have you given some thought to joini-ng a youth group? 
4. Which one would you like to join? 
( 
( 
~ 
) YE3 
) yes 
) no 
) NO 
WHEN YOU HAVE ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS, GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
------ ---------
DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
-----------
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THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE EXPLORERS. 
5. Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Explorers? 
6. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
7. Where did you get your information about the Explorers 
(Mark as many as apply.) 
( ) From close friends who were (are) Explorers. 
( ) From brothers who were (are) Explorers. 
( ) I read "Boys' Life" mgazine regularly. 
( ) I have an Explorer mnual. 
( ) T.V., Newspapers, Magazines. 
( ) Other _______________ _ 
8. In every youth group there are some good things and some bad things. 
Name some of the good things about the Explorers. 
9. Now name some of the bad things about the Explorers. 
151. 
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(Answer questions 10 and 11 only if you are not~~ Explorer.) 
10. Would you like to join the Explorers? 
11. Name a couple of reasons why you feel that way: 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
152. 
12. Read through the following list carefully and mark those words which describe 
what ..l.£];L think the Explorers are like. Mark as manv as apply. 
) FRIENDLY ( SUCCESSFUL DULL 
( ) STRANGE WARM HEALTHY 
AVERAGE BAD ( USEFUL 
( IMPORTANT KIND OBEDIENT 
SERIOUS BRAVE ( ACTIVE 
COLD ( MILITARY ( SOCIAL 
) WONDERFUL PLEASANT WASTEFUL 
UP-TO-DATE LOUD ROUGH 
( DANGEROUS EXCITING OLD-FASHIONED 
( ORDINARY ) LOYAL ) HONEST 
CLEAN POLITE ) DIFF1CULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( HARD INTERESTING 
BORING ( ) SISSIF1ED FUN 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN 
-------- ----------
• 
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13. List some of the specialized interests of Explorer groups. 
( ) I can't think of any. 
( I didn't know Explorer groups specialized. 
14. If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Explorers?", what would you tell him? 
********* * 
15. Date of birth: month 
---
day __ year __ _ 
16. School. _________________________________________ ___ 
17. Home Room Number 
18. Mark the statements below which apply to you. 
( I used to be a Cub Scout. 
( ) I used to be a Boy Scout. 
( I used to be an Explorer. 
( I am a Boy Scout. 
( I am an Explorer. 
( ) None of the above. 
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED. 
Gc--:nl-41 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
The questions that follow are asked in order to find out some-
thing about your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. 
Revised 
154. 
Please be honest, but do not spend too much time on any one question. 
Most of the questions are multiple-choice. Mark an ''X" in the 
box next to the answer that most closely reflects your opinion. 
Some questions will look like this: 
Do you like to go camping? Ym 
yes 
no 
NO 
If you choose the big YEil, it means you like camping very much, 
If you choose the little ~' it means you like camping somewhat. 
If you choose the little ~ it means you don't like camping. 
If you choose the big NO, it means you really dislike camping. 
- 1 -
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Here are just a few examples of youth groups. You may know of others. 
Boy's Clubs of America Future Farmers of America 
Explorers 
Catholic Youth Organization 
Young Men's Hebrew Association (YMHA) 
Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) 
4-H Clubs of America Church Youth Group 
1. During the past month, have you given some thought to joining a youth group? 
( ) YEl) 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
2. Which one would you like to join? 
WHEN YOO' HAVE ANSWERED 'm:ESE Qu:ffiTIONS, GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
----- --------
DO NCY.r 'IDRN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN. 
-----------
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THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW ARE ABOUT THE EXPLORERS. 
3. Do you feel you know quite a bit about the Explorers? 
4. Why do you say that? 
( ) YES 
( ) yes 
~ ~ ~~ 
5. In every youth group there are some good things and some bad things. 
Name some of the good things about the Explorers. 
6. Now name some of the bad things about the Explorers. 
DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN. 
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7- Read through the following list carefUlly and mark those words which 
describe what you think the Explorers are like. Mark as manl as aEJ2l;l• 
( ) FRIENDLY ( ) SUCCESSFUL ( ) DULL 
( ) STRANGE ( ) WARM ( ) HEALTHY 
( ) AVERAGE ( ) BAD ( ) USEFUL 
( ) IMPORTANT ( ) KIND ( ) OBEDIENT 
( ) SERIOUS ( ) BRAVE ( ) ACTIVE 
( ) COLD ( ) MILITARY ( ) SOCIAL 
( ) WONDERFUL ( ) PLEASANT ( ) WASTEFUL 
( ) UP-TO-DATE ( ) LOUD ( ) ROUGH 
( ) DANGEROUS ( ) EXCITING ( ) OLD-FASHIONED 
( ) ORDINARY ( ) LOYAL ( ) HONEST 
( ) CLEAN ( ) POLITE ( ) DIFFICULT 
( ) RELIGIOUS ( ) HARD ( ) INTERESTING 
( ) BORING ( ) SISSIFIED ( ) FUN 
(Answer questions 8 and 9 only if you are not~~ Explorer.) 
8. Would you like to join the Explorers? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
9. Why do you feel that way? 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. DO NOT TURN BACK TO THIS PAGE AGAIN. 
-------- -----------
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10. Have you learned anything recently about the Explorers? 
( ) 
( ) yes 
~ ~ ~~ 
11. If YES or yes: 
a. what did you learn? 
------------------------------------------------
b. where did you learn it from? ___________________________ _ 
12. Do Explorer have ranks and tests like the Boy Scouts? ( ) YES 
( ) yes 
( ) no 
( ) NO 
13. How old do you have to be to join the Explorers? 
14. List some of the specialized interests of Explorer groups. 
( ) I can't think of any. 
15. If a friend asked you, "How do you join the Explorers?", what would you tell him? 
************************ 
16. Date of birth: month 
--
day __ year ___ _ 
17. School 
---------------------------------------
18. Homeroom Number 
-----
PLEASE CLOSE YOUR BOOKLET AND WAIT UNTIL IT IS COLLECTED. 
--- ----
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4. 
Joining desire measures were best when the question of joining 
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